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Model 730 All the features of the 720, plus...
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 Easy jog -wheel or PC setup



WINNING
The loudness wars are over.

The winner? Nobody. Why?
Because when everyone be-
came as loud as possible,

using the same limited tools, the
personality of every station got
lost. We call it "the sameness

syndrome."

We hate the sameness syndrome

and believe it's a good part of
the reason ears are turning to
alternate sources. They are just

plain tired. Fatigued.

Imagine, then, scanning a radio
dial and finding an aural oasis
- sound that's breathtaking in
its natural quality, but loud and
still retaining a sense of dynamic
range. Impossible? If you think
so, you haven't heard Vorsis.

Vorsis is the first line of air -chain
processors designed for today's
21st century radio listener. It's

a complete ground -up rethink-
ing of the tired and traditional
approach that is inescapable
with those well-known proces-
sors. Here we talk about a few
of the innovations that make
the flagship AP -2000 Spectral
Dynamics Processor the incred-
ible tool that it is Many of these
advances are shared among the
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Intuitive Interface
and Operation

meet its full
putei:tidi :t its not somer
tat's easy to  Ise or if fh:

palette of controls are not acces-

sible. The Vorsis GUI is designed
for intuitive operation, from the
front panel or remotely on your
PC. No control is more than
two clicks of the mouse away.
The screens offer a logical lay-
out with a virtual control surface
above and monitoring graphs
and meters below. You can see
and hear the results instantly.

Nothing is easier.

Think about having the full

engineering control you've always

dreamed of - being able to find
the whispers as well as the
screams in your station's sound,
crafting an aural signature that's
so good, so transparent, you will
have people calling to find out
how you do it

Vorsis Dynamics Control

dynamics control - AGC and
compression - and came up
with a design that's intelligent

AND amazingly flexible to

control and shape your station's
"sound."

Five -band AGC (four -band in

the VP -8) ensures a consis-
tent spectral balance. Vorsis'

exclusive SSTTM Sweet Spot
Technology manages the behav-
ior of the AGC in real-time so that

it always operates in its "sweet
spot." The multi -band compres-
sor, operating in concert with
the AGC, provides unprecedent-
ed dynamics control. At operate
in sum and difference - the high-
est signal controls the amount of
processing. This is a completely
new way to manage multiband
dynamics to maximize the

consistency of your station's

on -air presentation - no matter

WAERSIS:
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what the incoming level or era of

the music.

Poweilul Bass, Incredibly
Clean Voice
Vorsis Bass Management
System extracts and reveals

the nuances in the program
that are simply not heard in n

other radio processor. It puts

deep pristine bass on the air
without the distortions of com-
mon bass clipper technologies.
VoiceMaster is a special Vorsis
clipper management tool

that has its own automatic

processing chain dedicated

to detecting and specially pro-
cessing live speech signals
nivino you the loudest and

-:es ever.

Superior Stereo
Enhancement

it became
ar that stereo enhance-

ment HAS to be integral to

the processing. It is, after all, a
manipulation of the amplitude
of the UR difference signal

that creates the perception of a
wider sound field. With Vorsis,
you'll get smear -free enhance-
ment of the stereo image

that can be as wide as you
desire. But that's only the

beginning - you can also

control the stereo image width
on a frequency -conscious basis

and use L+R to L -R signal

ganging to prevent the image
from wandering uncontrolled. It's

already field -proven to manage
wide discrepancies between the
recording techniques of varfo: is

eras oldies to the ove'
tered music of today) am -
!educe multjpath interference.

Surgical Limiting and
Clipp ng

He idea of 31 bands
, Not to us. It's simply

amazing what can be done
with it. Limiting and clipping's
primary purpose is peak control
to inc-ease loudness; the less
audible in its action, the better.
31 bands allow surgical limiting
- its dynamic operation is nearly
naudible to the ear so the result-

ng sound is louder AND cleaner.
it also provides unprecedented
opportrity to further fine-tune
the sound. FM and HD/DAB
have entirely different transmis-
sion characteristics, so Vorsis
processors have completely
separate limiting and final peak
contro sections for analog am

a broadcast.

Welcome to the
21st Century
\dors,s Is 'the first processor

designed for the needs of a
modern radio station and its

listeners. Visit the web to learn
more and read our application
notes and white papers Call us
to set up a demo today.

It'll make a HUGE difference in
your station's sound AND your
bottorr line.

The Vorsis
Lineup

11 11111 1111111111 1 0 1 1
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5 -band Mn,:
 10 -band limiter upper

VP -8
Muth -Mode Proces:or for FM. AM,
FM-HD/DAB, AM HD. MP3/AAC

 4 -band dynamics controller

 8-bandliniterMlipper
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Radio has evolved. Your sound should too.TM phone 1.252.638-7000 I wvwv.vorsis.com I sales@wheatstone.com



radiosystems.com
>browse our full line of broadcast products  superb quality
 ultra dependability  exceptional value

vnvw.radiosystems.com/consolenetwork.html

Network technology brings
state-of-the-art IP audio
connectivity to Millenium
consoles. Millenium boards
offer a hybrid of stand-alone
operation.

www.radlosystems.com/dIstrIbution.hbnl

Radio Systems' DA-4x4b is
the best DA ever made with
super low distortion and noise
Rear panel Phoenix style or
RJ-45 connectors are available.
www.radlosystems.com/d1-s000.html

Our DI -2000 is a dual or
conferencing digital telephone
hybrid with excellent trans -
hybrid cancellation and
enhanced remote control.

www.radlosystems.com/consoledlgitaLhtml

Going digital is a process.
The best value in digital
consoles today is Millenium
digital with to fully
configurable output buses.

www.radlosystems.comitiming.html

Radio Systems' CT -2002
models offer stand-alone
clocks and timers and can be
incorporated in a synchronized,
serially controlled master/slave
clock system.
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www.radlosystems.com/consoleanalog.html

Analog is good. These boards
are inexpensive, sound great
and have enough features
for any small and medium
market applications.

www.studiohub.com StudioHub+®

is the glue of our entire line.
Use our award -winning CAT -5
wiring system to simply and
quickly plugand play any audio
device in your station.

6oi Heron Drive  Logan Township, NJ 08085
Phone: 856-467-8000  Fax: 856-467-3o44  www.radiosystems.com

StudioHub+ is a registered trademark of Radio Systems. Inc.
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Tieline IP Audio Codec Solutions
Low Cost, IP STL and Audio Distribution
Tieline Commander Studio rack mount IP codecs are the ideal solution for STL
and distribution links

 Featuring uncompressed 22kHz audio with just 12ms encode delay

 A range of high quality compression algorithms delivering STL quality audio at
amazingly low bit rates. SIP compatible with other brancs.

 Automatic QoS Performance Engine manages IP network jitter and maximizes
low delay

 Automatic fail detection and switching to optional bac..cup POTS, ISDN or 3G
networks.

 Professional high quality audio connectors with relay 3nd RS232 control.

 Control of remotely located units via the Internet

A complete end to end solution
starting from just

Low cost remote broadcast, mobile reporting and temporary links.

A complete end to end IP remote
broadcast solution starting from

Tieline Commander IP field and rack codecs give you complete freedom to
deliver studio quality remotes from anywhere

 Simple to use and feature one -touch dialing to the studio

 Great for desktop multi talent or mobile single reporter remotes

 Plug into a LAN and broadcast over the Internet live or add an optional
wireless 3G module and battery kit to go completely wireless.

 You can even add optional 15kHz POTS or 20kHz stereo ISDN modules.

 Remote control of talent's input audio level from the studio so you don't have
to rely on announcers setting levels. or send a technician out into the field.

 Mono. Dual Mono. Stereo, Joint Stereo and Dual Program standard profiles

 Compatible with most brands over IP. POTS and ISDN

Sports and talkshow mixer/codec
Tieline i-Mix combines multiple products into a single simple box
saving you thousands of dollars.

 A 6 -input digital mixer with a user -configurable digital matrix router .

 IP and POTS codecs on -board.

 Bi-directional audio, & simultaneous communications circuits with 4

headphone controls/outputs

 An on -board PA control with telephone hybrid

 A wireless -compatible IP, 3G/3.53, POTS, ISDN. GSM & BGAN
Satellite codec that's SIP -compatible.

 On -board relay and RS -232 with studio remote con:rcl

www.tieline.corn

Starting from

Get a live video demo right now at
www.tieline.com/videos

Prices valid Feb 1st -April 30th 2009 800-750-7950
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Currents Online Selected headlines from the past month.

Senate Says No to Fairness Doctrine Revival
The ban was passed as an amendment to an unrelated bill. The House gets the next shot.

Obama Announces Intent to Nominate Genachowski for FCC Post
President Obama has made the official announcement to appoint Julius Genachowski as Chairman of
the FCC. The unofficial announcement was made in January.

Verizon Hub Adds 14 Clear Channel Stations from lheartradio
The initial streaming channels will include a wide variety of stations with diverse programming of interest
to many different listeners.

Sam Lane of RF Specialties Dies
The owner of RF Specialties of California and co-owner of RF Specialties of Washington died at his home in Santa Barbara,
CA, on Feb. 19, 2009, following a two-year battle with cancer.

Arbitron Plans PPM Improvements
The changes are tied to the the key methodological enhancements that the company committed to in its agreements with the
Attorneys General of New Jersey, New York and Maryland.

Broadcast Electronics Adds RF Courses
The courses, held in Quincy, IL, cover RF fundamentals and HD Radio topics.

BIA, Kelsey Group Forecast Contracting Local Ad Market Through 2013
The U.S. Local Media Annual Forecast indicates current
economic conditions may accelerate the shift from traditional
to digital platforms.Find the mic

and win!
Tell us where you think the mic icon is placed on
this issue's cover and you could win a Heil mic

courtesy of Heil Sound.

We'll award a different
Heil mic each month

during 2009.

This month,
enter to win a

Heil Sound PR -40.

Enter by April 10.
Send your entry to

radio@penton.com
Include your name, job title, company name,

mailing address and phone number.

www.heilsound.com
No purchase necessary.
For complete rules, go to
RadioMagOnline.com.

Site Features
Monthly Podcast

RadioMagOnline.com/podcast
Want to know more about the WGBH instal-
lation? Get additional insight on digital STLs?
How about more in'ormation on the new AM
modeling techniques? They're all in the March
podcast, which is online now.

Advertiser Links
RadioMagOnline.com/advertisers
Access Web links to the advertisers in the March issue.

Digital Radio Update Twice a Month
RadioMagOnline.com/newsletters
Stay up to date with the source of digital audio broadcasting
news and information. The coverage extends to DRM, satellite
radio and more. Subscribe today.

Industry Events
RadioMagOnline.com/calendar
The Radio magazine Industry Events section lists upcoming
conventions and conferences.

March 2009



AE QAudio and Communications
Equipment for Broadcasters

BROADCAST AUDIO

TITAN BC 2000 D
Router & Multiplexer:
5120 x 5120 chanel
digital audio router,
and TI/E1/J 1/Ethernet
Multiplexer.

ARENA
The ultimate
digital audio console.
Router based.
For large and small
applications.

OPERA
Cost effective analog
audio console,
with built in digital
telephone hybrids.

BRAVO
Analog audio console,
with built in telephone
hybrids and power amplifier.
Incredibly low price.

AM-03/AM-04
In rack monitor
for analog, digital,
and SDI audio
embedded in video.

110-  :11!e  IN -

COM

A ' 0
_

April 20-23,
Las Vegas,

Booth N5429

EQUIPMENT FOR REMOTES

PAW 120
Hand-held digital recorder.
New and improved design.

Now with 2 GB.

LIVE 20
High power send/receive

wireless microphone -
radio link.

PHOENIX MOBILE
Complete portable

audio codec and
communications platform

over IP, 3G, GSM, ISDN,
POTS(PSTN), and more.

PHOENIX STUDIO
Complete studio dual codec

and communications platform
over IP, ISDN,
POTS (PSTN),

and more.

TH 02
Digital telephone hybrid

with frequency extender.

AEQ USA
PHONE: +1 954-581-7999

TOLL FREE: 1-800-728-0536 (US only)
e-mail: sales,fl.aeqbroadcast.com

For more information please visit us at
www.aeqbroadcastcom
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Quality of service
In my daily job, I have the opportunity to meet lots of people, visit many
stations and see first-hand a variety of situations. I visit large and small
markets, and I talk to seasoned veterans and freshmen engineers. In
most cases I learn or see something new.

While touring a station recently, the chief engineer (he's one of the seasoned
veterans) took a moment to share his concern about some recent experiences
with broadcast equipment. He shared the information, not sure about what
could be done about it. I told him I would share his concerns without mentioning
the specific manufacturers - yet. There are two sides to every story, and while

I'm only telling his side, it's his experience that sets
the message. Because of my connection to Radio
magazine, if I were to call these manufacturers I
would not be surprised to get a different story.

So for now, the names will be protected in
fairness to the manufacturers. Perhaps they will
recognize the story and take steps to correct
these problems.

The first situation concerns a certain type of
popular mic processor that another contract engi-
neer installs at many of his stations. Five of these
processors - not all in the same facility - have
experienced the same failure. The veteran engineer
has worked with the contract engineer to repair
all the units himself. The challenge was in repair-
ing the unit without a schematic, as the owner's
manual does not include one. When he called the
manufacturer to get a schematic, he was told that
company will not release a schematic to the field
for a product that is currently in production.

There are two problems here. One, a current
product has the same field failure that has yet to
be corrected, and two, the manufacturer will not
provide a schematic to help in field repairs.

I can appreciate a manufacturer protecting some
intellectual property, but even a basic schematic
doesn't give away all the secrets. The veteran
engineer knows exactly how to fix the problem,
but his initial diagnostic work took some time. Also,
the manufacturer now knows about the problem
because of this engineer's calls. Hopefully, futureWhat's your opinion? Send it to

radiogRadioMagOnline corn units will not have the same weakness.

The second situation deals with a certain model of
AM transmitters. There are three of these transmitters
installed in this market, and two of them, again at
different facilities, have both had problems. The
third one has just been installed, and the veteran
engineer is concerned that his new transmitter will
suffer the same fate.

He says all the transmitters are properly installed.
The two earlier transmitters both caught fire and
suffered severe damage. Neither suffered any
unusual fate, such as lightning or severe weather,
but both experienced some power supply problem
that caused the fire. In the case of one station, the
manufacturer offered to send two field engineers to
rebuild the transmitter at a cost of several thousand
dollars. Instead of rebuilding the molten transmit-
ter, the station used the insurance money to buy
a transmitter from another manufacturer.

The third situation he described involved need-
ing a connector for a flexible coaxial cable. The
cable is currently in production and in wide use.
When a new connector was needed to replace
one that overheated, the cable manufacturer said
the connector was not available and would be
back ordered for several months.

Stocking large quantities of parts is not practi-
cal for a manufacturer, but having to wait several
months could be a problem in many situations.

I understand the engineer's concern. There is an
expectation for a professional product to provide
reliable service. He is not expecting unrealistic
support, but he is expecting the product to work.
What can you do? Talk to the manufacturer when
you experience a problem. Also, post a note to
the helpline at forums.radiomagonline.com. We
can do this to improve the broadcast products
we use every day.

8 March 2009



The Metropolitan Opera
sets the standard for great sound.

And it's chosen ACCESS to let the world listen in.
Ii

'Alktdt

a -

e of the most challenging
musical genres to do complete justice
to in a broadcast, but ACCESS makes
it easy."

-Matthew Golek, Broadcast
Engineer for The Metropolitan Opera

Put Comrex On The Line.
IPORWI IEW%%MUMMA

OAAC-SOFTWARE

The Met's Matthew Galek is a Real -World Super Hero
Not content to rest on its laurels, the most renowned and respected opera company in the
world is determined to connect with the widest possible audience-in the highest audio
fidelity. With engi-leer Matthew Galek at the transmissiDn helm, the Metropolitan Opera
broadcasts its Saturday matinee to an ever growing number of affiliates using ACCESS

(and the optional AAC suite) in multistreaming mode. With
ACCESS, the Met's broadcasts offer all the sonic richness
it's famous for-over the most chal:enging IP networks.

ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular, satellite, POTS
(yep, ACCESS is a full featured POTS codec and works seamlessly with Matrix, Vector
and Bluebox)-plus some services you may not have even heard cf. Given the challenges
of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say that ACCESS will perform in real time
over most available IP connections.

Contact Comrex today and find out how
ACCESS can help you become a Real -World
Super Hero-wherever you are!

AkCCSS>
19 Pine Rood, Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel 978-784-1776  Fax 978-734-1717  Toll Free: 800-237.1776  www.comrex.com  e-mail: info@comrex corn



Comptometers
once helped speed
solutions for
directional antenna
calculations.

RF ENGINEERING vwwv.RadiolVagOnline.corn

The application of
NEC programs

By John Batson,
RE,, technical editor, RF

The Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC( is probably the origin of
one of the engineering mathematician's most popular computer pro-
grams. It seems to be the culmination of most of the attempts to develop

a universal use, directional AM antenna modeling and designing tool.
It's now about 80 or more years since directional AM antennas were first being

designed and built. The FCC probably had not previously considered the need
for directional antennas in the then -rather -new, AM broadcast service. In the early
1 930s a dedicated broadcast engineer filed an application with the FCC for
an AM station in the medium wave AM service which would use a directional

antenna to avoid interference to a co -channel station.

In those days the involved and somewhat tedious
calculations were performed on a "simple" slide
rule, and only a few brave radio engineers even
contemplated their widespread use.

As AM directional antenna design advanced and
mechanical aids in the performance of mathemati-
cal calculations were developed, large and rather
cumbersome devices known as comptometers were
developed to help speed up the solution of directional

antenna design problems. The Burroughs comptom-
eter is the one I remember best, and

that plus a well -used slide rule
remained the major tools
of most consulting engi-
neers for a considerable
time. In those days the FCC

required all applications
to use directional antenna

systems including complete
information on the formulae

and equations used as well as a
sample calculation. The Commission's

engineers in turn had to work through
the equations and data contained in Form

301 to satisfy themselves that the promised
interference -free service would be produced.
From the mid -1950s onward, computers were

beginning to develop and appear on the market.
By the 1980s, companies such as Dataworld
began to offer services and programs, based on
computer operations. These programs produced
the desired directional antenna patterns and
provided the requisite protection factors for all
the stations involved. Soon after this it became
possible to purchase patented computer programs
for use by individual engineers. As a result, the use
of directional antennas in the AM band greatly
increased and after a while the reasons for some
shortcomings in the design of some of the older
directional antennas became apparent.

Finding specs
Without intending any criticism of the earlier

directional antenna designs it should be noted
that the work was onerous and somewhat repeti-
tive. Quite frequently it took many weeks to find a
directional antenna design that met all the specifi-
cation requirements. Some assumptions had to be
made and constants developed to fit the antenna
operating specifications concerning horizontal
radiation limits, azimuths and vertical radiation
limits and angles. Relieved by finding a working
answer, the engineer might accept a solution
without checking all the possible drawbacks such
as negative towers, unworkable or unstable base
operating impedances, unfavorable mutual values
and cther RF problems. In extreme cases it might
eventually turn out to be embarrassingly clear that
the design was unworkable. Fortunately, where
perhaps a less -than -perfect design had been built,
such imperfections might not show up until much
later in the life of the antenna system when more
precise operating parameter requirements could
not be achieved. Usually it was possible to make
design corrections using new computer programs.
These new programs made it possible to run enough
iterations of a given situation with many minor
changes until the best solution was found.

As computer usage increased, computer programs
for mcdeling directional and non -directional anten-
nas made their appearance. It was necessary to
make many assumptions; for instance, it is usual to
assume sinusoidal current distribution in an antenna.
We now know that this is not always the case, and
work has continued making allowances for non -
sinusoidal current distribution. A great deal of work
has been done on "antenna modeling" in an effort
to decrease the number of assumptions that have to
be made in the design of a directional antenna so
that performance can be predicted with far greater
accuracy. Such accuracy very recently resulted in
a profound change in the FCC's Rules defining
directional antenna proof of performance.

Some of the work done in developing computer
mode ing is in the public domain, other programs
are available on payment of a user fee or license.
The Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories has
been the forerunner in the developmental search
for a convenient, accurate and available tool.

A program known as NEC -2 (Numerical Elec-
tromagnetics Code -2  was developed by Messrs.

10 March 2009



RF ENGINEERING
A. Poggio and G. Ruggles in the early 1980s. It
was an excellent tool and it became available in
the public domain, although it was not designed
specifically for broadcast directional antenna
design use. It formed the foundation for many
variations that are used for broadcast directional
antenna design. A book entitled Basic NEC with
Broadcast Applications was written recently by J. L.
Smith, PE. It takes the reader through the application

of NEC -2 and shows working examples of direc-
tional antenna design. It also provides interesting
examples, and extremely useful, easily available,
essential design and operating information. Several
typical and necessary pieces of information are
easily extracted when using this program.

When making the required nondirectional measure-

ments on a directional antenna, the unused antennas

in a multi -tower array are usually either grounded
or left open depending on the tower height. Short
towers were usually left floating and taller towers
shorted to ground. This was generally reasonably
satisfactory, although as the number of towers in an

array increases, the effects of reradiated energy can
cause bad distortion of the nondirectional pattern.
This has sometimes become a time-consuming part
of a proof. One of the advantages of using NEC -2

is what amounts to an invitation to model the effects
on the non -directional pattern with the ability to nul-
lify their effects. The recently approved :CC rules
concerning directional antenna design
and proof of performance depend vary
greatly on the NEC products.

The program used by the FCC when
dealing with AM directional antennas
is the NEC 4-1 which was designed
specifically for modeling and designing
directional antennas. This program allows

the engineer to model, and thus observe
the effect of almost any design mcdifica-
tion he wishes. Generally speaking, a
change in a single tower's operating
parameters can cause a significant
change in the overall antenna pattern.
The opportunity for nstant and basically
unlimited iteration makes this program an
ideal tool for the consulting engireer.

The NEC programs offer a great improvement
over the slide rule era when the sheer volume of
manual operations involved tended to influence full
and comprehensive searches for perfection.

with Broadcast Applications

Bat1,cnr t -At -rf-n©(-)hlo net.

Bringing Radio To The World...

kleY
AM -850 & ICY 100.3 FM

Nome, Alaska
www.kicy.org

In Bush Alaska. 100 miles south of the Arctic Circle
& 500 miles from the nearest road,

reliability is critical. Kintronic Labs
provides the highest level of reliability.

- Dennis Weidler, GM

After a fire destroyed our tuning house
at the KICY transmitter site, Kintronic Labs was

there to get us back on the air.
The craftsmanship of the new phasor &

ATU's is outstanding. Their support during construction
was the best I have ever had from a company

& it still continues today.

- Terry Reynolds, CPBE
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FCC cracks down on
noncommercial "commercials" By Harry Martin

In recent enforcement actions the FCC has fined three noncommercial radio
stations for running what the agency said were commercials.

What precisely constitutes a commercial is not easily determined. Gen-
erally NCE stations cannot accept payment in return for the on -air promotion
of commercial activities. But they may accept underwriting contributions and
may, in turn, acknowledge the generosity of the contributing underwriter by
providing on -air mentions of the business. The question is: When does such
an announcement cross the line from being a mere acknowledgement to
becoming a promotional announcement?

Acknowledgement Standards. As in past cases,
the announcements that got the three licensees
in trouble included qualitative statements, price -
related information and/or prohibited culls to ac-
tion. Phrases like "flexible =financing" (price -related),

Dateline
April 1 is the deadline for submission of biennial

ownership reports by radio stations in Texas.
April 1 is the deadline for radio stations in Texas with

more than 10 full-time employees to electronically file
their Broadcast EEO Mid -Term Reports (Form 397) with
the FCC.

April 1 is the deadline for radio stations licensed in
the following states to place their annual EEO Reports
in their public files: Delaware, Indiana, Kentucky.
Pennsylvania, Tennessee and Texas.

"Bud and Bud Lite are discounted" (price related),
"our aim is excellence and our goal is perfection"
(qualitative), and "let me suggest a visit ..." (call to
action), all go over the line according to the FCC.
Thus, a reference to a 10 percent discount cannot
be included in acknowledgement announcements.
Information such as "longest continuous builder in
Northeast Florida" is similarly banned. While it

is OK for stations to mention the year a business
was founded, a statement comparing the age of
one business to the age of others is considered a
qualitative comparison of businesses and is out.

Length of Announcements. The FCC pointed to
the 60 -second length of the underwriting announce-
ments. It did not explicitly prohibit 60 -second
announcements, but suggested that the longer the
announcement, the more likely it is that prohibited
conten- will creep into the copy.

Airing Free Program Material. Another point was
that the mere furnishing of a program to a station
constitutes consideration. In one of the three cases,
the offending commercial matter was aired in the
course of a program that was produced by an
independent person who provided the program-
ming at no charge. The licensee pointed out
that, even if the program producer had received
consideration in return for including the announce-
ments in his show, the licensee had not received
any such consideration.

The FCC did not credit that argument. The fact that
the independent producer received consideration
for promotion of a commercial product or service
was enough to trigger the FCC's enforcement
process. A $5,000 fine was assessed.

The Other Cases. The other two licensees got off
easier, each with a $2,500 fine. One involved
a number of "commercial" announcements which
were made during the course of play-by-play
coverage of a local non-profit baseball team. The
other involved a total of 12 announcements for
two local businesses which, in the Commission's
view, crossed the line into commercial territory.'

Martin is a member of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, PLC,
Arlington, Virginia. E-mail: martin@fhniawcom
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Is setting up IP Audio
networking tables
a bit frustrating?

PC DSP PSU
2 1

J EISTR EAM ((MINI

FIND
ME

Try the One -Second JetStream approach.

Press one button to find other
JetStream units on your network and
automatically configure your system.

You'll save time, money End rack space,
wh le enjoying the convenience of Logitek's
net generation IP audio routing solution.

Call today 800.231.5870 for more information
or to schedule a demonst-ation.

Next Generation IP Audio
iugitekaudio.corr

Logitek
Console Router Systems
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It's a Lig convention, and your time is limited, which
is wFy we have assembled this preview. There's
almost too much to do. By formulating a plan in

advance you can make the most of your time, piecing
together an efficient plan.

We're all faced with squeezing to make ends meet.
While some travel budgets have been eliminated, others
are beirg trimmed to the very basic needs. However,
many Lcs Vegas hotels have reduced their rates signifi-
cantly. I also have heard that deep discounts can be
found through travel packages. I expect attendance
to be down this year, but a smaller crowd means an
easier lath to navigate the floor, aid possibly more
time wits exhibitors.

This ssue holds three tools to help you at the show.
The NAB Extra is your key to the new technology on
display. Get a head start on what to see by making
an earl> list.

Next we help you find your way in the North Hall
with the pull-out map, which also includes a partial
booth li iting. It's easy to get lost if you just wander to
floor, but our map guides a clear path.

The sessions are an important part of the conven-
tion, and we have listed the Broaccast Engineering
Conference presentations that relate to radio, as well
as a few other key events. Add these to your calendar
and you won't miss anything important.

But he printed issue is only part of the preview.
Each year we produce our exclusive NAB FASTtrack,
which sorts the exhibitors into product categories and
then arranges them into booth orde- so you can plan
the fastest track around the convention.

The FASTtrack, exhibitor guide aid session outline
are alsoavailable for your handheld device. Download
the Radio magazine FASTtrack, Exhibitor Directory
and BE.: Session Guide to your Palm or Pocket PC
today. The files are on the Radio magazine website.
Look for the FASTtrack for PDA link.

- Chriss Scherer, editor

Crescend RF Amplifiers
Engineered to Perform...Built to Last.

CrescendTechnologies is the largest, independent manufacturer
of high power, RF amplifiers for the Broadcast Industry.

We manufacture the highest quality amplifier available for the 940-960 MHz,
Moseley Starlink SL9003 Q and it is backed by our premiere 3 year warranty!

800 -USA -MADE  www.crescendtech.com

LPA900-10-1ROR, 940-960
MHz, 1W VP, lOW 0/P. 28
VDC for rated operation
+/- 1VDC (Built in Internal
Power Supply 110 VAC)

TECHNOLOGIES
ISO 9001 Registered Firm

14 March 2009



BlueKeeper - Wireless Ai dio Gateway
Send 1 Send 2Call Send

Jo '1 3    
Caller

JK Audio
Headphones

Your Studio - Wherever YOU Are
Take BluePack On The Road - Keep BlueKeeper At Your Desk

Bluetooth

Conducting interviews from your desktop or in the field is now easier than ever. With
JK Audio's new BlueKeeper and BluePack, it's as simple as making a phone call. Using
your Bluetooth --equipped cell phone, you just pair and go (or stay). Effortlessly capture
your voice and the caller on separate channels of your flash recorder or computer.
Perfect for broadcast production.

The versatile BluePack (with a convenient beltpack clip) gives you a balanced mic input with
a high-performance microphone preamp, stereo line-out, and an aux send. Together with your
Bluetooth-equippec cell phone and a compact portable recorder or computer, it provides an
incredibly compact production solution for interviews from wherever you happen to be. OR use
it to send live man -on -the -street interviews back to your facility FROM your cell phone.

BlueKeeper gives you the power to mix mic and line level signals with calls from
your wireless right at your cesktop. It gives you a balanced XLR input with a
professional mic preamp fo' superior sound qua ity and an XLR output. Mini

jacks provide stereo lines in and out, a mono mic-out and a stereo
headphone out. As with BluePack, use it to capture an interview

or call in a story from Your Studio, wherever that might be.

Whether your interviews are in the field or at your desk, JK Audio's
BlueKeeper and BluePack are an integral part of your studio.

JK Audio See Us At NAB Booth N2125
TOOLS FOR SUCCESSFUL RADIO

Bluetooth`

www.jkaudio.com

JK Audio, Inc. Sandwich, IL 60548 USA Tel: +1-815-786-2929  Fax: +1-815-786-8502  www.ikaudio.com  info@ikaudio.com



Helping you
find the exact
products you need.

IP code(
Tieline Technology
Booth N8123
Bridge -IT: Bridge-iT allows the user to tailor the codec to
suit individual requirements. Available in encode -only, decode -only versions
or both, Bridge -IT has an SD card slot for failover playback of prerecorded
audio, and the unit's menus can be fully programmed using comprehensive
front -panel hardware that includes a keypad and LCD display, or by using
a Web interface. It is designed for desktop use, or two units can be nstalled

side -by -side in a purpose-built 1 RU mounting bracket.

Bridge -IT comes with a range of high performance broadcast algorithms
plus optional MC LC and MC HE. Standard algorithms include
16 -bit 22kHz linear audio at less than 12ms encode delay for uncom-
promised audio, G.71 1 G.722, MPEG Layer 2 and Tieline Music. The
Tieline Music Plus algorithm also provides 22kHz mono, dual mono and
stereo with 20ms encode delay at under 100kb/s. Bridge -IT has all the

-L OIR CP 1111 Simultaneous analog and digital AES/EBU audio outputs are provided on
broadcast input connectors you would expect on a fully -featured codec.

XLR connectors and it includes a stereo headphone output.
888-211-6989; www.tieline.com; sales@tieline.com

. Drm.

1CCKW to ICCKW SW/Drfn

CAN YOU HEAR ME NOW?

REALLY HIGH POWER
1117 SOLUTIONS -
ONLY FROM...

www.contelec.com

@Radio
Licensed Manufacturer

::-=::... IIIsm.

ANAIAN;

NALOG/HD

cantuzintaL efrzagnidi
sales@contelec.com (214) 381-7161
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This section provides access
to products long before you get

to the show, so you can plan
which booths to visit. Witi booth
numbers incuded, the NAB Extra

will help you find precisely
what you're looking for.

Portable recorder
Samson Technologies
Booth SL10125
Zoom H4n: The H4n s onboard X/Y
stereo condenser mics ore arranged
with the right and left mics on the same
axis. This design ensures that the mi:s are
always equidistant from the sound source
for proper localization without phase shift.
Each mic capsule can be rotated from 90
degrees (standard) to 120 degrees (wide-angle)
stereo. The H4n allows four -channel simultaneous
recording by using its onboard mics with either external mics or direct
inputs. Choose up to 24-bit/96kHz linear PCM WAV files a variety
of MP3 formats from 3 20kb/s down to 48kb/s

631-784-2200; www.samsontech.com; info@samsontech.com

iMediaTouch
Radio Automation Software

2009
You told us what you wanted,
now come see how we did...

it's all about you.

See our coolest release ever at this
year's NAB show.Booth N8420

Toll Free 888.665.0501
www.imediatouch.com

Digital Audio Systems Digital Logging Intenet Radio HD Revnue Solution%

March 2009 17
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rack -mount UPS
Staco Energy Products

Booth N2814
Unistar C: Standard functions on these 1, 2 and
3kVA rack -mount models includes hot-swappable

batteries, an internal battery charger, emergency
shut -down and programmable receptacles. This double -
conversion UPS protects from outages and irregularities
in incoming line voltages from 60 to 144Vac or 120

to 288Vac at 45-65Hz. A
steady sine wave protects

PWM sine -wave topology. The
high crest factor of the inverter

mode. Each Unistar C features

even without going to battery
downstream equipment

handles all high in -rush current
loads without the need to upgrade the power rating. DC -
start function ensures that the UPS will start even during a
power outage. An LCD display provides real-time indica-
tion of all major system parameters and status, including
load level, battery remaining and fault signals. Digital
signal processing (DSP) provides the UPS with powerful
communication capability, which enhances the flexibility
for easy ri- ,te control and monitoring.

937-253-1191; www.stacoenergy.com
sales@stacoenergy.com

Solid-state FM transmitters
Nautel
Booth N7016

NV Series: Building on the NV40, Nautel now offers
FM output power ranging from 3.5kW to 44kW with the
following product models: NV3.5, NV5, NV7.5, NV I 0,
NV15, NV20, NV30 and the flagship NV40. The NV
Series of products offer several unique capabilities. An
Advanced User Interface provides more control with
access from virtually anywhere, and the AUI increases
station efficiency by making it easy for engineers to moni-
tor and control their Nautel transmitters. Nautel provides
a control system with a 17" touch screen interface that
manages the whole transmitter and multiple exciters.
Real-time instrument -grade spectral analysis allows a sta-
tion engineers to quickly ensure that the station's signal is
optimized for digital broadcast. All NV Series transmitters
are digital -ready, allowing a plug-in Exgine upgrade to
HD Radio broadcasting. Adaptive pre -correction provides
linearity and IBOC transmission with no need for additional
filters. Common modules across the product line are a
plus for customers with multiple transmission sites.

207-947-8200; www.nautel.com
info@nautel.com

abre designs, manufactures and installs towers

to meet your broadcast specifications. We offer

everything from custom FM support sections

to turnkey AM installations. Committed to

customer service, we deliver quality products at

competitive prices with the shortest lead times.

Call Sabre today for all your tower needs.

Sabre
Towers & Poles

broadcastsales@sabrecom.com

18 March 2009



Harris is Committed to
People Technology Service Broadcast Radio

Harris is fully dedicated to broadcast radio. How do we demonstrate that commitment? By ensuring

that all our products meet the highest standards of reliability. By using best -in -class processes to bring

innovative technologies to the market. By actively participating in the development of new technologi-

cal standards. And by prioritizing quality and responsiveness to customer ne?ds.

ONE Company. ONE Direction. The Future.

For more information, please visit www.broadcast.harris.com/radio, call +1 800 622 0022 or e-mail broadcastsales@harris.com

lyiR R IS Broadcast.ssur.c

ions' www.harris.com
Uunnit caatitons  RF Communications  Government Communications Systems  Harris Stratex Networks

hen You Want More Than
Just An Antenna

line of I A
HD Radio Accessories: WI'S up v
Circulators, Mask Filters,
Reject Tuners, and
Rigid Components.

i

MASTER FM
DUAL INPUT
HD ANTENNA

ANTENNAS AND RF SYSTEMS, INC.

Made in USA since 1954

JSHD DUAL INPUT
HD SIDEMOUNT
ANTENNA

JAMPRO ANTENNAS/U SYSTEMS, INC. P.O. Box 292380  Sacramento, CA 92829 USA Phone (916I 383-1177  Fox (916) 383- 182 Toll Free (866) 452.6770  www.lompro.com

RCHA 10dB
HIGH LEVEL
HD INJECTOR

Your Pittner for HD Radio Solutions
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Audio-over-IP transmission

Comrex
Booth N6729

BRIC-Link: BRIC-Link transmits audio over IP net-
works and is suited for point-to-point "nailed up" audio links
over a wide variety of data circuits including ISM band IP radios, Tl/E 1 s, satellite data channels, WANs and

LANs. Contained in a small, desktop package, two BRIC-Links can be mounted in a 1 RU rack space. Balanced
analog '/4" I/O, as well as switchable AES I/O, four contact closures, ancillary data and consumer level front
panel I/O for monitoring are provided on BRIC-Link's compact and rugged chassis.

800-237-1776; www.comrex.com; info@comrex.com

URIC

High-speed
digital audio
router
AEQ
Booth N5429
Titan: The Titan BC 2000 D router/concentrator is designed to serve as the audio
switching core in critical systems. It is equipped with five bidirectional optical fiber ports
that use non -blocking architecture. Each port is capable of connecting up to 1,024
channels. As with the rest of the BC 2000 D, the control system is based upon the
TCP/IP architecture. Communication with its two controller boards working in cluster
mode provides control interface access via a single virtual IP. Audio connections ore
made within the BC 2000 D system by means of the five bidirectional fiber-optic ports,
and are directly compatible with the BC 221 3 high speed router linking module.

800-728-0536; www.aeqbroadcast.com
sales@aeqbroadcast.com

Live streaming
Abacast
Booth C1744
Universal Media Player: The Universal
Media Player is for both audio and video streams
and works in any browser or operating system
combination. This universal solution employs the
technologies of Adobe, Microsoft, and standard
HTML to make it truly cross -browser cross -platform

and cross -device. This frees you from needing
multiple player/format links on your website and
simplifies the user experience. Adding banner
ads and corporate branding ensures inbound
revenue and brand promotion.

360-834-5229; www.abocast.com
info@abocast.com

Advancing Radio. Technology
Takes Time...

__ OM/

CLEM ALADIAIS

Radio Tuner I

FM 89.3MHz ST

AUTO WTLS

Radio Tuner 2

FM 89.3MHz HD -I

AUTO WTLS

.0 1.1110100 010-61., .1101 wra LOCK0 0101-0, 
11.1114.1,10/1.0. .1.1.0.././1/1.111 00.11111010.11 1.11.0

1110c, 0.1 111,110CT 01D

m3 MULTITUNER

It's Finally Here! New Features Include:

 Separate antenna inputs for each tuner

 Displays and decodes HD -1 through HD -8 PAD Data and RBDS

 6 assignable relay status alarms per tuner section - 18 total

 Dedicated analog and full-time digital audio outputs

NOBSHOW
IAL EXHIBITOR Visit us at booth N5129

Radio Tuner 3

FM 813MH1 HD -2

AUTO WTLS

r1011.00000 11101.. EMT

0.1 0111.11.01/ 1.10

A

n_-
MARS

h oaf WVIC

ROSICOMO

HIT

4

1

Apple UFID 'Buy Button' data display

Bit error rate (BER) and block error rate (BLER) displays

Remote Dashboard control via Ethernet

Stays locked even if the broadcast or power is interrupted

DaySequerra
www.daysequerra.com
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Mini IP audio router
Logitek
Booth N7124
Jetstream Mini: The Jetstream Series includes IP-bcsed audio routers that provide audio iTO, mixing, processing
and audio aistribution needs for radio applications. The first in the series, the Jetstream Mini, provides enough capac-
ity for one 24 -channel radio console. Logitek's existing control surfaces - Mosaic, Artisan and Remora - provide the
user interface to the Jetstream. One Jetstream Mini unit provides eight I/O card slots that accommodate five types of
I/O cards: four mic preamps (with phantom power); fcur stereo analog line inputs; four stereo analog line outputs;
four stereo AES or S/PDIF digital inputs and four stereo AES or S/PDIF digital outputs. Also included are 12 GPI
and 16 GPO contacts; four RS -485 ports with AES cue audio; 2 GbE Ethernet ports and redundcnt power supplies
in a single two rack unit enclosure.

800-231-5870; www.logitekcadio.com; info@logitekaudio.com
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Who will win?

PIC HIT

!L I
Find out at the 2009 NAB Show.

Playlist manager
Axel Technology
Booth N2518

Digiware Radio: Complete sof-ware for
radio program management, automatic play -
list creation, scheduling, broadcast report and
statistics, Digiware allows multi-user access
with rights management as well as single -
and multi -radio playlist creation and editing.
Digiware Media Management ncludes:
songs, advertising, promos, radio sales,
jingles, news, voice track, live events and
external feeds, GPI commands, remark lines
and technical messages. It features automatic
playlist creation from user -defined templates;
policies basd on mood, bpm, category,
popularity; avoids author/title repetitions;
playlist export to automation software; dif-
ferential advertisement zone management on
multiple channel playlists; last -second playlist
modification with automatic playout update;
media browser for fast content secrch; and
drag -and -drop playlist editing.
+39 51 736555; www.axeltechnology.com

info@axeltechnology.com

"F LASH
TECHNOLOGY

AN SPX DIVISION

Put YOUR MONEY back where it belongs,
in YOUR POCKET

Flash Technology introduces

the FTB 362 Dual LED Lighting System
Advanced Lighting Made Simple

 100% serviceable components and
controls at base of tower

 Extreme reduction in tower climbs
and maiitenance - Keeping you safer

 Installation & Maintenance
training coming soon

 Most advanced diagnostics and controls

3.32 NICHOL MILL LANE, FRANKLIN, TN 37067  888-31FLASH  www.flashtechnology.com
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411 17 Two -wire to Four -wire interface

41,kj Studio Technologies
Booth

45

system interfacing applications car also be supported. The unit pro
which includes two hybrid circuits with automatic nulling capability.

MICROPHONE
AND MONITOR ARMS

rr

I I.

  fif
a

New accessories! Yelloivtec's award winning
product line for positioning micro-

phones and monitors continues its
growth. The modular system has

been expanded by some new
mountiig options: VESA 75

Adapter for Genelec near
fiEld monitors, Ceiling

Mounting Kit, Wall
Mounting Bar

and Board No. I
(20"x12").

www.yellowtec.com

gre91111D4'

YELLOWTEC
Heinrich-Hertz-Strasse 1-3
40789 Monheim, Germany
Mont. +49-2173-967 315
e-mail: inforeyellowtec.com

Model 45: The Model 45 is
oewgneo tc; interface a two -wire
full -duplex party -line intercom cir-
cuit with a four -wire audio circuit
associated with a matrix intercom
system. Other specialized audio

vides a full -featured two -channel interface
For flexibility, the Model 45 can be pow-
ered by the connected two -wire party -line
circuit or by means of an external source
of 24Vdc. When powered by an external
source, the Model 45 is capable of supply-
ing dc power to the two -wire intercom circuit.
This unique feature allows direct operation
of devices such as user belt packs. Audio
level meters provide confirmation of system
performance during setup and operation.
Standard audio connectors are used for all
input and output signals.

847-676-9177; www.studio-tech.com
stisales@studio-tech.com

True condenser
microphone
Avlex
Booth N5113
Superlux 5125: pea-

] a pressure gradi-
ent, 0.5" shock mounted

condenser capsule, high
SPL characteristics, a -10 dB

pad, a low-cut switch, and
conductive shielding to mini-
mize RF and handling noise,
the Superlux S125 delivers
studio caliber qualities in a
robust form factor designed
for live performance. It is

a cardioid condenser mic
with a triple pop filter. Since
the microphone's multistage

pop filter does not use any
foam components, it will maintain its high
performance characteristics for years.
Similarly, the pressure gradient capsule is
shock mounted for low handling noise, and
both the microphone's case and grille are
conductive to resist RF interference from cell
phones and other sources. The mic features
a wide, flat frequency response that extends
from 20Hz - 20kHz. The Superlux S125
has a switchable -10dB attenuator and a
switchable 150Hz low cut filter. Gold-plated
connectors sit between the microphone's
capsule and electronics

877-447-9216; www.avlex.com
sales@avlex.com
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SANITIZED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

SOME WORDS SHOULD BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD

BYPASS CONTIG
TEAL

EVENTIDE BD600 BROADCAST DELAY
--'-.-

VATIC WAil TOR WAIL REBUILD

SAFE AND EXIT

Eventide Broadcast Delays are cesigned to keep profanity off
your air, and angry listeners, embarrassed advertisers, and
the FCC off your back. We invested the obscenity delay and
have a solution for stations largo, and small that provides up
to 80 seconds of the highest quality revenue and icense-
protecting delay.

Our new HD compatible BD600, 24 -bit delay, comes standard
with AES/EBU, and provides up to 80 seconds of memory -
twice as much as other delays. There are fully ad ustable
Delay and Dump functions, ard a Sneeze function which
"edits" audio entering the delay, allowing the host to sneeze,
cough, or make a short comment without being heard on air.

The BD600 offers two different methods of delay buildup and

RAMP TO
ZERO

i.j. LI kJ
NFEZT r

.c

reduction: Eventide's catch-up and catch -down system,
and an exclusive fast -entry -and -exit feature which allows
starting a broadcast witi the defy already built up to a safe
amount and ending it with a rapid reduction of delay.

For HD, the BD600 of-ers MicroPrecision DelayTM mode
which allows up to 10 seconds of delay to be adjusted in
real time in 100 nanosecond increments. This is useful for
synchronizing analog ard digital signals while on -air, without
audible artifacts, to maintain a seamless user experience.

Whatever your size, whatever your format, you can't expect
to protect the integrity cf your air and the foundation of your
business without an Eventide Broadcast Delay in your rack.

Eventide® HD COMPATIBLE

Eventide s a registered trademark and klicroPrecision Delay is a trademark of Eventide Inc ©2005 Eventide nc
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- RTW Radio-Technische
Werkstatten

l
4 -1 Booth N3123

4. voltal 10500X -Plus: RTW Digital Monitor 10500X -
PLUS now incorporates ITU-compliant loudness

display and full -screen mode. The RTW Digital Monitor
10500X -PLUS, a high-performance, cost-effective display
system for monitoring digital stereo audio signals, now
comes with an integrated loudness display in compliance
with the ITU BS.1771 guideline. Further enhancements
include a new full -screen mode for enlarged display show-
ing the individual instruments in use. All current -production
Digital Monitor 10500X -PLUS systems leave the factory
with the new loudness display options included.

+49 221 709130; www.rtw.de

1111n1ly

Master clock

Booth N2234
Antelope Audio

Trinity: The Trinity's features include three Independent Audio Generators
up to 384kHz, with Varispeed Control; three Independent SD Generators,

simultaneously offering PAL and NTSC; three Independent HD Generators, presenting a choice of 16 formats, and
Antelope's fourth Generation of Acoustically Focused Clocking (AFQ which now employs 64 -bit DSP. Also, a triple
display shows the frequencies for the Independent Audio Generators. Trinity maintains all of the features from Ante-
lope's current OCX-V Audio/Video Master Clock, such as Jitter Management Module, Black burst generator, and full
audio and video Gearboxing with simultaneous 0.1 and 4 percent pull-ups/pull-downs

415-869-9661; www.antelopeaudio.com; info@antelopeaudio.com

Control
panel
Zaxcom
Booth N3114
Deva Mix -8: Zax-
corn's Deva Mix -8
eight -fader mixing control panel integrates directly with
the company's Deva and high -resolution Fusion audio
recording systems to provide a more compact, mobile,
and precise control panel for audio mixing. The Deva
Mix -8 incorporates the familiarity of fader -based mixing
controls into a control panel that's compact enough for
over -the -shoulder use. All mixing functions and powering
of the unit are supported through a single cable connect-
ing the Mix -8 to its host system.
973-835-5000; www.zaxcom.com; info@zaxcom.com

Attention Contract Engineers
Market Chiefs & Group Chiefs

Don't drag large, heavy rackmount FM modulation monitor equipment from site to site

The Microgen TS9080 is compact, light weight and using your laptop
screen it tells you more than a small rack of conventional monitors.
View signals of all the stations in a market. See Multipath, Modulation
Power Density, Composite Base Band signals with the on screen
spectrum analyser, Stereo Image and everything you ever
wanted to know about your RDS (and then some).

In Stock now

11.6"x5.8"x1.4"
2.43 Pounds
USB Powered

IES/ll"7:7W71/177/77Ell/z7, inc.

www.sierramultimedia.com
(479) 876-7250

Call now for a demo appointment at the NAB Convention in Las Vegas
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IMMENSE

FM TRANSMITTERS
ADC AS

All transmitter powers with the best
quality price ratio
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EM2000 is a 2000W FM transmitter mode
up of the EM 2.5 DIG exciter (or EM 20/30 exciter) and the
AM 2000 FM amplifier. AM 2000 includes eight 300W Nigh -
efficiency MOSFET tech tology amplifying modules, fed by 2
independent switching Dower supplies, which ore made to
withstand the working conditions. The omplifiying modules
work independently thanks to o power combining strudure
that provides high isolaion between them.

OMB AMERICA
factory and laboratories
phone. (305) 477-0973
(305) 477-0974
fax. (305) 477-0611
3100 NW 72nd. Ave. Unit 112
MIAMI, Florida 33122 USA

OMB EUROPA From september in:

departamento comercial
telefono. 902-187878
fax. 902-187878
Avda. San Antonio, 41
CUARTE DE HUERVA
50410 Zaragoza, ESPANA

fabrics y laboratorio
telefono. 902-187878
fax. 902-187878
Pol. Ind. Centrovia C/Pcraguay, 6
LA MUELA
50196 Zaragoza, ESPANA

IIM

n

m2frine PLATINUM GHz
is a high- ormonce Studio-to-Tronsm tier Link. It is mode
up of the SW MT transmitter externally synthesized in '.0MHz
sub -bonds with o step of 100KHz, and the MR double
conversion eceiver, that is externally synthesized, too. The
MT is microprocessor controlled, and ircludes LCD display
for the visual nation of the most relevant trasrnispon parameters
(frequency (o -digit), forward and reflected power, moduotion
level), Istslanced Mono, Stereo (MPX). The MR receiver has
the some vi;uolizotion system as the transmitter. It includes
balanced Mono and Stereo (MPX) outpcts. Furthermore, the
MT/MR Plainum STL includes o jumper in order to get o
proper operation with digitol signals.

r.

Pt.. V

/MUM/ 1
Minn/

MUM/

EM 100*0 is a 10000W FM tnsnsrr ret made
up of he EM 250 COMPACT DIG exciter and three :cutral units
which combine the power of six AM 2000 FM ompliers. AM
2000 incicdes eight 300W high -efficiency MOSFET thrology
ompliong modules, fret by 2 independent switching pare susplies,
which ore -node to wthstond the working conditions. The ornplifiying
modues works independently thanks to a power combinirg structure
that provides high sslation between them.
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HABEma
On -air signs
Sonifex
Booth N3217

Signal LED Illuminated Signs: Designed for studio
installers and systems integrators, this range of illuminated
RGB LED studio signs contain the control electronics
themselves so they can be simply configured for color
and operation on site

207-773-2424; www.sonifex.co.uk
info@independentaudio.com

Radio
automation
Netia Digital
Audio
Booth SU822
Radio -Assist 8:

;_,ed with a broad range of tools for end -to -end
multimedia workflows, the newest version of Radio -Assist
now extends beyond traditional broadcasting by allow-
ing users to prepare publication at an early stage of the
workflow. Publication is prepared at the same level as
the on -air thanks to new planning tools. It integrates with
Netia's Media Asset Management system for all media:
video, images, texts and audio. It also offers an automatic
publishing engine for all media as well as managing
associated metadata and linked media.

866-638-4222; www.netia.net
j.martin@netia.net

Sound system packages
Anchor Audio Communications/Portaco
Booth N6123
Xtreme: Xtreme is one of Anchor's loudest portable sound systems. The two wire-
less microphones allow users to roam the venue with clear sound. Press conferences,
sporting events, movie screenings or remotes are just some of the possible uses for this
powerful sound system.

800-262-4671: www.anchoraudio.com

Shively Labs°
Radio is our main line, not just a sideline.

State-of-the-art design

Proven reliability

Cool and blue - no boring black or
gray here!

I/eat 441 at Sikst4 716424 at ltrifV/ N4, 13SHOW
"04d 20 - 23, 2009 /'/ Where ', ' Codres rle

P. 0. Box 389, 188 Harrison Rd., Bridgton, Maine USA 04009
(207) 647-3327 (888) SHIVELY FAX (207) 647-8273

sales@shively.com www.shively.com

- An Employee -Owned Company -
ISO -9001:2000 Certified

Shively Labs
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Your passion for creating great radio got you where you are 'oday.

Now it's time to take advantag a of the techniques and technologies at

the NAB Show to ensure your programming will be heard everywhere

your listeners are tomorrow. This is the ultimate venue for exchanging

strategies and identifying sound solutions at the global level. And the
smartest way to guarantee the programming you create reaches more
consumers - at home, at work and at play.

At the NAB Show you'll find virtually every innovation driving production,

editing, programming, transmission, ad sales and new media solutions

for your thriving radio enterprise. Visit the unparalleled exhibit floor

to see, touch and test advanced technologies that enable HD, live

audio streaming, video archiving/streaming, revenue -generating web

sites and more. Then experience a wealth of hands-on educational

opportunities presented by top talent, producers, advertising
managers, PDs and web developers, the stars influencing today's
best radio content.

Join professionals who share your passion for radio excellence at the
NAB Show this year. For more info-mation, visit www.nabshow.com.

N BSHOW0A
Where Content Comes to Life'"

Conferences: April 18-23, 2009 / Exhibits: April 20-23

Las Vegas Convention Center / Las Vegas, Nevada USA

www.nabshow.com
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Traffic/business
system
RCS

Booth N5917
Aquira is scalable from a single sta-

tion to multi -station or multi -location broadcast

groups. With a modern user interface, a user
can open multiple logs at the same time and drag
and drop spots from one log to another. Its report
writing gives the user the power to create custom
reports and save them with an easy -to -use Report
Builder Tool. With Flexible Rate management,
the user can maintain special control over each
station. Powerful accounting functions generate a
single invoice or send a group of invoices from a
customized list at the click of a button.

914-428-4600; www.rcsworks.com
info@rcsworks.com

Patriot
COBHAM

Digital audio cable
Belden
Booth C6508
Brilliance AES/EBU: This single -pair cable is ideal for use in permanent installations of balanced -
line analog or digital audio. In the presence of unbalanced signals, the addition of a balun will
enable the cable to support many coax -based signal types, such as analog audio, S/PDIF digital
audio and professional AES3-ID digital audio, as well as surveillance cameras.

800-BELDENI; www.belden.com; info@belden.com

Radio broadcast
transmitters
Harris
Booth N2502
HPX Series: !-IPX trans-

mitters are available in

analog FM -only or common
amplification HD Radio
versions, and incorporate
an advanced transmitter
control system. The -compact
aesign of the HPX transmitter

utilizes matching amplifier
and power supply cabinets
to minimize the footprint at the transmission facility. Its common
architecture at all power levels simplifies the upgrade path for
stations who wish to migrate from analog -only to an HD Radio
common -amplification system or increase HD Radio broadcasting
power to the proposed -10dB when needed.

800-622-0022; www.broadcast.harris.com
broadcast@harris.com

Broadcast Rated TVRO Antennas

Full Line of Prime Focus Options:

3.1 M, 3.8 M, 4.5 M, 5 M, 6.3 M, & 7.5 M

C, KU, C/KU and Multibeam Feeds

Multiple antenna sizes

and frequency bands

CO C I "Ifi
EMATL: dndy.halvorson@cobham.com WEBSITE: www.cobham.com/patriot

h. 517-630-2609410 FA) 411
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Automatic' mixing controller
Dan Dugan Sound Design
Booth N2515
Model E-1: e Model E-1 automatic mixing
controller handles multiple live nits without
having to continually ride individual faders.

This eight -channel signal processor patches into the input insert points of an audio mixing
console. It detects which mics ore being used and makes fast, transparent cross -fades,
freeing the mixer to focus on balance and sound quality instead of being chained to the
faders. The Model E -1's voice-cortrolled crossfades track unscripted dialogue perfectly,
eliminating cueing mistakes and late fade -ups while avoiding the choppy and distracting
effects common to noise gates. VVithout the need for gating, a natural low-level room
ambience is maintained

415-821-9716; www.dandugan.com; dan@dandugan.com

Cavity backed antenna
PropagatiRp Systems Inc
Booth C2S
PSI CB Series: The PSI CB series cavity backed broadband antenna is optimum for a single
station or multiple stations. This antenna features a wide band dipole element that excites
a cavity resonator, maximum becm control, extremely low VSWR and a uniform pattern
with flat response across a wide Pond of frequencies. Tnis antenna may be arranged for
an omnidirectional or directional pattern. In the omni mode, circularity is ±2.3dB or better.
Made of marine brass, copper and Teflon, this antenna is rugged and accepts deicers
or radomes for environmental protection. The cavity itself is a galvanized welded mesh.
Because of the extremely wide band frequency response offered by this antenna, the total
number of frequencies is limited only by the total input power.

814-472-5540; www.psibroadcast.com; iares@psibroadcast.com

Portable surround sound mixing system
Beyerdynamic
Booth N6129
Headzone PRO XT: As with
tile or Gina' neodzone system,
Headzone PRO XT utilizes cur-
rent DSP technology to provide

superior headphone -based 5.1 surround sound reproduction. It also offers a unique patented
ultrasonic-headtracking system, which locates the orientation of the listeners head with re-
spect to the source material and adjusts the audio accordingly. Headzone PRO XT allows
complete freedom of movement. The PRO XT includes enhanced headtrack;ng functionaLty
by providing more routing possibilities (left/right and front/back) in the software control
panel. Also new to the PRO XT are added XLR inputs, an adjustable communication input
with volume control, and a second headphone output. The Headzone PRO XT also allows
for three individual user presets to be directly accessed through buttons on the unit's front
panel and includes an adjustable, password protected limiter for hearing protection.

800-293-4463; www.beyerdynamic-usa.com; info@beyerdynamic-usa.com

-

Heliax connectors
ERI-Electronics Research
Booth C1307
HJ4-50, HJ5- 50, HJ9-50: ERI expands its line of air Heliax coaxial cable connectors
with the introduction of an H.14-50 (1/2" cable) to 7/8" EIA connector, HJ5-5017/8" cable)
to 78" EIA connector, and HP -50 15" cable to 6' EIA connector. With these additions,
ERI now offers the full range of broadcast connectors for Heliax air -dielectric coaxial cable.
ERI maintains a 30,000 -square -foot stock area hous.ng an inventory of standard compo-
nents and accessories for coaxial cable and rigid tansmission line systems. In cases of
emergency, these items con generally be ordered far next day delivery to any transmission
facility within the United States

812-925-6000; www.ERlinc.cov; sales@ERlinc.com

Preview BURLI-
The Next Generatio
at NAB 2009
015131

BU

BURLI.
NEWSROOM
SYSTEM
SOFTWARE.

news data ingest and
management, including rss
and xml feeds

newscast/rundown
management

e-mail and fax ingest and
management

audio ingest, recording, editing
and play -to -air

radio prompter

assignments management

contacts database

xml export to websites/new
media platforms

Burli's reliability, ease -of -use
and state-of-the-art features
make it a leading choice for radio
newsrooms around the world and
across America, including the
largest all -news newsrooms in
the country's top markets.

TO FIND OUT HOW BURLI CAN
WORK FOR YOU...

www.burli.com
info( burli.com +1.604.684.3140
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Do you want to
Accurately Control
your Speaker
System ?

The Avocet
Monitor Controller
for
Stereo or Surround

CRANESON LTD

www.cranesong.com
Superior WI USA

715 398 3627

NAB E'
. Wireless audio

, r gateway
JK Audio

Booth N2125

IlluelLeeper .',rioess AA. Gaoewn) JK Audio
0 1,, y.na 11.411 M. 2 COY. ....V.One

Parr ttr 0 0
ram614

Bluekeeper: Bluekeeper sends mic and line
level signals to a wireless phone while maintaining

separation between the local voice and the caller. The stereo output
jack on the back of the unit provides the sending voice on one chan-
nel and only the caller's voice on the other channel. The balanced
XLR output jack contains only the caller's voice. Bluekeeper pairs to a
cell phone like a Bluetooth wireless headset. Bluekeeper also pairs to
Bluetooth-equipped scund cards and music players in full bandwidth
stereo A2DP mode. The 3.5mm stereo line input jack allows recordings
to be sent into the Bluetooth device. The 3.5mm stereo line output jack
provides the full bandwidth send mix on the left channel and Bluetooth
caller audio on the right channel. The headphone output provides a
mix of the XLR input, 3.5 mm input and Bluetooth audio.

800-552-8346; www.jkaudio.com; info@jkaudio.com

Mobile recording studio
VocalBooth.com
Booth SL9612
VB Mobile Studio: -ne 20' VB
Mobile Studio includes a control room,
vocal booth and a performance space.
This studio is housed in a large trailer
that can be hauled behind any tour bus
or heavy duty pickup truck. This smaller

option utilizes a slide -out expansion
system adding more than 30 percent
more space to the trailer. There are also 30' and 40' VB Mobile Studio
trailers available. The much larger 53' VB Mobile Studio is housed in a
full 18 -wheeler truck trailer with a slide -out feature and includes a restroom,

mini bar, lounge, vocal booth, control room and performance space. Each
studio is fully customizable including interior design choices and exterior
trailer graphics. Each size abounds with options related to temperature
control, cable conduits, custom lighting and other luxury amenities.

541-330-6045; www.vocalbooth.com

IBOC FM
translator
Larcan
Booth C2616

Encore Series: Incorporating TV transmitter amplifier designs and
applying them to digital radio, the Encore IBOC FM Translator delivers
a high -quality digital FM radio quality sound. Highly linear amplifiers
and custom designed IF filtering enable optimum reception and output
power in digital operation. Integrating filtering and new linear conver-
sion technologies, the Encore Series of translators takes the digital
FM signal and translates/repeats it, keeping the IBOC digital signal
intact. The result is an IBOC FM translator that delivers the original
analog FM signal and the digital portion of the signal together to an
audience. The Encore Series is available from 25W to 250W.

303-665-8000; www.Iarcan.com; pphillips@larcan.com
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Pushbutton
switches

NKK Switches
Booth N2816

GB2 Series: With a foot-
print of just 7mm high, 7mm
wide and 2.5mm thick, the
GB2 Series of ultra thin and
ultra miniature pushbutton switches are suited for high density PCB
mounting and other applications where board space is at a minimum.
These switches are also suitable for block or ganged mounting. The
GB2 Series features off -center plungers that further facilitate mounting
in tight spaces, and the unique plunger design also he'ps prevent
accidental actuation. These switches are momentary circuit, single
pole -single throw and feature an off momentary on configuration. They
carry a rating of 0.4Vac maximum at 28Vac/dc maximum and their
mechanical and electrical life is recommended for 50,000 opera-
tions minimum. They can be ordered in straight PC, straight PC with
support bracket and right angle bracketed PC in a single or double
switch mounted configuration.

480-991-0942; www.nkkswitches.com; sales@nkkswitches.com

PC -free audio streaming
Barix Technology
Booth N8036
Radiobox Pro: This PC -free, two -channel encoding/decoding
solution is L: A on a Barix audio-over-IP electronic arch'tecture. The
IP-based platform is ideal for broadcasters seeking reliable STL and IP
transport. The 1 RU rack -mountable box adds XLR and AES/EBU con-
nections, full -duplex capability and support of uncompressed audio data
throughout the transport chain. In addition to STL, Radiobox Pro can
be used for solid-state audio playout in the broadcast studio or at the
transmission tower. It odds a built-in Compact Flash card slot to store
standby programming in the event the live connection is temporarily lost.
The presence of the card slot marks a significant design change from the
previous version, which included a USB slot for program redundancy.
The Barix Instreamer/Exstreamer audio-over-IP technology enables
automatic reconnection to the live stream once the connection is back
online. Radiobox Pro offers multiple local and remote control options
including access to the Radiobox interface from 3G mobile.

866-815-0866; www.barix.com; info@barix.com

Automatic AC power controller
Henry Engineering

Booth N8215
Powerswitch: This au-
tomat _ ,afe ac power
controller switches ac power
to backup equipment if main
equipment fails. Powerswitch

was developed for use with Arbitron PPM encoders. If a PPM Monitor
is used, the Powerswitch will automatically switch to the backup PPM
encoder if the main encoder fails. This redundancy with automatic
backup ensures that radio stat ons never lose ratings data in the
event of a fault with their main PPM encoder. Powerswitch can also
be used as a remote rebooter, to reboot a PC at a transmitter site or
other remote location. It can also be used in any application where
ac power needs to be remotely turned on or off.

626-355-3656; www.henryeng.com; info@henryeng.com

MEDIA MONITORS

Connect your
music scheduler
directly to your
PPMT" listeners.

Introducing

Mscore

music scheduling
reinvented

www.meciamoiitors.com www.gselector.com

=
mim

= ,1
Sound Software"

....Goer -ire 2002-2009 Media Monitors. AM Rights Reserved The Med.. Monaors
.--,adcaat content retort.on protest is protected lu U.S Pate,ts 5.437.050 and

7 186.047 with addrdonal pater= pending Medea Monitors.. logo. and -The New
Boadtast Moietoring" are registered trademarks, and "Newspaper Ad Tracking" is a
sirvice mark of Media Monitors All *dew marks are du property of their respetdve
owners PPM'''. The Porteole People Meter and Nut Genet -anon ENCOONCS
RAIrgsf sin) are tredemerks Inc.Aa Rights Reuned CySialutonik and
era Scheduling afs narks el itCLAS aren't -
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NAB Session
Radio Highlights of the Broadcast Engineering Conference

101 Part

101 Part 2 111111111111.111r -'-
9 a.m.- 9:10 a.m. Opening Remarks

9:55 a.m.- 10:40 a.m. IBOC Performance: The 1% or 10% Solution

11 a.m.- 11:35 a.m. Five Good Reasons to use a Tube 'or High Power FM *HD Radio

1:10 p.m.- 2:40 p.m. Implementing Mobile/Handheld

3:30 p.m.- 4:10 p.m. DTV Maximization: The Value of the Power

MIN

Sunday, April 19

9 a.m.- 9:30 a.m.

10 a.m.- 10:30 a.m.

11 a.m.- 11:30 a.m.

Room

S219

Broadcast Engineering Conference Opening

Report from Brazilian Association of Broadcasting on the Tests Results in AM and FM Stations using the IBOC Standard

FM.IBOC Broadcast Systems Archtecture Considerat ons for Single Frecuency Networks

10.-Radlo
1:30 p.m.- 2 p.m. FM Radio Reception in the DC Mark it for Various IBOC Power Levels

p.m.- 2:30 p.m.11111111111111 Analog + HD Radio Transport Over an Ei

2:30 p.m.- 3 p.m. IBOC Combining Schemes for 10dE Injection

3:30 p.m.- 4 p.m.

11Pb-p.m.

3 p.m.- 6 p.m.

.m.

Centralized and MultIpoint Content Management and Control of HD Radio Networks via HD Protocol over IP

Monday, April 20

0 E

g,U°
Luc 111111101611111111

111111r -F4

The Consumer Experience

111 raroad

E
2

rn

CC
c..

jf
C

0
-o

cc

11111111111111111111
11 a.m - 11:30 a m.

1 p.m.- 1:30 p.m.

1:30 p.m.- 2 p.m. I.
2 p.m.- 2:30 p.m.

3 p.m.- 3:30 p.m.

3:30 p.m.- 4 p.m. 1111

4:30 p m.- 5 p.m.

5:30 pin.
Tuesday, April 21

Idn
O o

1- 0
a,z

9 a.m.- 9:30 a.m.

10 a.m.- 10:30 a.m.

11 a.m.- 11:30 a.m.

12:30 p.m.- 2 p.m.

Room

S219

S226/S227

S226/S227

Room

S228Data Delivery Capacity over FM

KAP
Leveraging Standard IP Protocols for Audio Sharing

S228

20 Things You Should Know Before Migrating Your Audio Links to IP

Microcasting - Applying Automation with Customization to Radio Station Affiliates

Practical Strategies for Effective Remote PPM Monitoring

Room

Energy Conservation in AM Broadcast Transmitters usinc Carrier Control Alcorithms

S228
The Application of Software -Defined Fadio Technology to Multi -Standard Waveform Generation for TV and Radio

Implications of increasing Man Made Noise Floor levels on Radio Broadcasting

Radio Luncheon IV Barron

1111111111111.11111111111111.1.111.11.61
1:30 p.m.- 2 p.m. An AM Directional Antenna and HD Radio

IIIMSo p.m. 'TJ wwwwwwwwiiminn
2:30 p.m.- 3 p.m.Real World Installation of AM HD Radio

NM- 4 p.m. Easing tillMirto AM HD: TO411M1111M111.1111111W
4 p.m.- 4:30 p.m. High-level IBOC Combining Using Filters

5 p.m.- 5:30 p.m. Transmission Systems for Mobile TV

S228
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Wednesday, April 22 Room

.11 cc

a

=15..rn.lit 10:30 a.m.

Etoadcast Engineering Conference Wednesday Breakfast

Feld Measurements for AM Modeling

10:30 a.m.- 11 a.m. hew AM Technical Rules - Panel Discussion

1111111111111111110nd Not -Emergency Broadcast l-iformation for People with Disabilities

10 a.m.- 10:30 a.m. National VSAT -Safety Net

Terrestial Television Broadcasting

11 a.m.- 11:30 a.m. Emergency Preparedness: Essential Elements for Business Continuity When Disasters Strike1:80 5 Reliable Powe- ander' Systems at Tv Facffleand Transmitter Sites

10:30 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. NABEF Career Day

owes Falltires R from Hidden Galvanic Corrosion 11111111111

11:30 a.m.- 12 noon Application of High Power Radio Frequency Loads anc Attenuators in Digital Broadcast Systems

S228

S228

N231/N233

Ballroom C

S228

2 p.m.- 2:30 p.m.

3 p.m.- 3:30 p.m.

4 p.m.- 4:30 p.m.

5 p.m.- 5:30 p.m.

6 p.m.- 8 p.m.

The Application of New LD-hoOS Technology to a UHF Multimedia Transmitter Design

DTV Transmission Status

Improved Lightning Protecticn for Radio Transmitter S-ations

1.11111111111111111.111Sr Construction
Transmission Systems for Mobile TV

1=1111111111111111111111111r
Amateur Radio Operator's Reception

Thursday, April 23

Ballroom B

Room

S228

Er

Myr INC.
YOU KNOW WE KNOW RADIO,

www.SCMSinc.com

www.o rban.co

rocessor

otbci
e @wird @um

 Compact size for broader CPU selection

 A professional soundcard with a full featured
processor...the ultimate DAB streaming and

 Word Clock Support - SeaaratE BNC clo

ixer and mete-ing su
dows based p

Contact SCMS
at any of its offices
to discuss your needs
1.800.438.6040
Bob, Ernie, Matt, Mike or Andy
HQ in Pineville, NC

Mid South 1.877.391.2650
Central 1.731.695.1714
West Coast 1.866.673.9267
Mid West 1.513.899.3036
South Atlantic 1.770.632.1295
North East 1.315.623.7655
South West 1.210.775.2725
North Central 1.513.376.8600
Pro Audio 1.877.640.8205
Latin America 1.760.650.1427
Bradley Division 1.800.732.7665

the
ted

Bob Mayben
Bernie O'Brien
Doug Tharp
Mary Schnelle
Art White
Jim Peck
John Lackness
Pam Leffler
Ric Goldstein
Lily Massari
Art Reed/Bob Ebur9
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igilink-Xtremr Autamati

Read what our users say about Xtreme automation...

WZOC FM / WTCA AM. Plymouth, Indiana

"The things I love about Xtreme are its reli-

ability and simplicity. Xtreme runs circles

around other automation systems. I have had

the Xtreme for over 4 years and have never

needed a service call."

Jim Kunze. Station Manager

KWCL FM, Oak Grove, Louisiana

"We love the system. I don't know

why you would go with anything

else. Easy to program, very respon-

sive. I recommend it."

Ivy Robinson, Owner

WFIW AM & FM, Fairfield. Illinois

" Once I did the original install I

didn't have to do anything at all.

It's easy to use and it doesn't take

a lot to keep it going. I've got

three here."

Kirk Wallace

KLAM AM / KCDV FM. Cordova, Alaska
"It works! It works smoothly. It's solid. It

doesn't crash. I like the games feature!"

J.R. Lewis, President & GM

Join the hundreds of others on air with Digilink-Xtreme, the best automation system in Radio. full featured, it is easy to

install, use, and maintain. Best of all, it is easy to buy. Choose from either the no contract $100 per month 'Solutions

Program' or buy 'Xtreme-Complete' outright for only $6,500.

With the SID@ per month 'Solutions Program.' you receive Xtreme software (On Air, Production, B Scheduling) and

"Bridge" hardware PLUS training, support, and upgrades for your ENTIRE radio station. You supply the PCs or we can

supply them for you. for less than the cost of a good cell phone contract you can be on air tomorrow with Xtreme, the

best automation system in Radio.

With 'Xtreme-Complete' for $6,500, you purcfase a complete system ready for air: DELL business PC, Arrakis

'Bridge', and Xtreme software for on air, production, scheduling, voice tracking and more. The system comes with a full

year of the 'Solutions Program' with training, support, upgrades, and next business day 'Bridge' replacement if it should

fail. The DELL PC comes with 3 years of next business day, on site service from DELL.

Order your system today and receive .t tomorrow, call us at 970-461-0730 ext 309

www. akis-systems.com



Digilink automation frorr A AKIS

1

'Xtreme- Solution'

Windows PC

supply your own

Windows PC and receive...

Arrakis 'Bridge' Radio Station interface

Dual sound cards for Program and Cue

..16 input stereo switcher for Program B Record

Logic for lB satellite sources

Arrakis Solutions Support program

Free Telephone training

Free Training at Factory studios

Free Telephone support

- Free software updates

Free hardware service on Arrakis Bridge

For less than the cost of a good cell phjne

program you can be on the monthly

Xtreme Solutions Program

Dell Of tiplex Business V.

Windows XP -Pro

3 year on site Dell support

Arrakis 'Bridge' Radio Station interface

Dual sound cards for Program and Cue

- 1B input stereo switcher for Program B Record

Logic for 16 satellite sources

I Year Arrakis Solutions Support program

Free Telephone training

 Free Training at Factory studios

 Free Telephone support

- Free software updates

...Free hardware service on Arrakis Bridge

-BSW
800.426.8434

www.bswusa.com

970-461-0730 ext 309
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but often overlooked part of the

' ...-1-1..:the transmitter is a criticial,

transmission system. There are generally ...:::::::::
two options wired or wireless. There are some
common reasons behind building a wireline STL system
as opposed to using a radio system:

 A move to a new studio location where there is no
line of sight to the transmitter.

 A move where there aren't any channels in the 950MHz
band that can be coordinated.

 The radio station already has a radio link established, but
wants a wireline STL as an alternate or backup.

 The station has data or program audio (such as a satellite receiver)
that needs to be backhauled from the transmitter site.

There could easily be additional reasons, but these offer a good foundation.
I'll look at what is available in the equipment marketplace for wireline STLs in the
categories of what we used to call audio loops; equipment that makes use of T1
and finally, I'll expand the capability greatly and see how to use T3.
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VOCALBOOTH.com-
HEAR THE DIFFERENCE

Step up to a Crown

CROLIJr1 BROADCAST
FM Transmitters from 30 watts to 10kW with optional built ill
FM Translators with built in receivers
Frequency agile from the front panel
3 -Year warranty
Compact-small footprint
Low power (up to 600 watts) able to now monitor
VSWR and control power via remote control.

audio processor

Mae

11,

Current Crowr Users-You can take advantage of Crown Broadcast's exclusive unit
upgrade program. With this program you will be able to send in your current function-
ing Crown product and have the unit renewed to like -new condition complete with 2 -
year warranty. You can also have the units powered up from 30w to 300w and from
100w to 300w. Upgrades are also available for the receiver board and audio processor.
This program allows for a long-term investment in your current product without the
investment in new product.

Crown Broadcast 1REC, 25166 Leer Drive, Elkhart, IN, 46514 www,crowrbroadcast.com ph 866-262-8972
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Introducing the NV Series

32000W

"7= 3: v4

Advanced User Interface

3.5kW - 44kW FM

more POWER

more CONTROL

more OPTIONS

Following the extremely successful launch of the NV40 FM transmitter,

broadcasters asked when they could get the advanced features of an

NV40 in a midrange power transmitter? The answer is now. Introducing

the NV Series of FM transmitters with power outputs of 3.5kW to 44kW.

All NV transmitters come complete with an integral advanced digital

exciter, Nautel's Advanced User Interface, built in instrumentation and all

of the redundancy, hot -swap serviceability and reliable rugged design that

you have come to expect from Nautel.

Learn more at nautel.com/expectmore

902.823.5131

Radio Making Digital Radio Work. nautel
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our RDS/RBDS experts!

e 72
Mini -Encoder Dynamic Encoder

NEW at NAB 2009 and the first in our line of cost-effective
INGetau: products for broadcasters. The 703 lets you send

simple scrolling messages for station ID, program promos and
advertising, and does all the usual 'housekeeping' functions

as well. Easy USB programming and quick installation.

.......

Model 730
Our 'Flagship' Encoder

Our 'does everything' encoder with USB, serial and network
connectivity. The 730 accepts both ASCII and lIECP command

ip\"vg\agcn'
r\\1z6re.,

%g r1c1114
c -

DNS client serv'ce, and an on-board scheduler allows static

message programming
weeks in adVonce,

Connects to your playout system to scroll song title and artist
info on listeners' radios, along with station promos and advertiser
support. Easy serial connection to automation, front -panel
USB port for fast register programming. A unique'no headers'
mode can even scroll song info from raw satellite feeds.

Inovonics will demonstrate the entire line of
RadioData encoders and decoders, plus analog and

digital audio processing systems, AM, FM and subcarrier
mod -monitors and off -air rebroadcast receivers.

rim. 11171.Mj
www.in0V0114.0T0

Inovonies

lk NUM
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Mini -Encoder
NEW at NAB 2009 and the first in our line of cost-effective

INIONsini products for broadcasters. The 703 lets you send
simnle scrolling messages for station ID, program promos and

advertising, and does all the usual 'housekeeping' functions
as well. Easy USB programming and quick installation.

 COED
ri

ambito

Model 730

Our 'Flagship' Encoder
Our'does everything' encoder with USB, serial and network

connectivity. The 730 accepts both ASCII and UECP command
sets and supports "song tagging" and other advanced RT+

applications. TCP/IP and UDP ports feature a built-in dynamic -
DNS client service, and an on -board scheduler allows static

message programming weeks in advance.

Dynamic Encoder
Connects to your playout system to scroll song title and artist
info on listeners' radios, along with station promos and advertiser
support. Easy serial connection to automation, front -panel
USB port for fast register programming. A unique 'no headers'
mode can even scroll song info from raw satellite feeds.

Inovonics will demonstrate the entire line of
RadioData encoders and decoders, plus analog and

digital a Alio processing systems, AM, FM and subcarrier
mod -monitors and off -air rebroadcast receivers.

Visit Booth N5829

41nONADnics
www.inovon.com

800-733-0552



If Space Is Truly The Final Frontier,
We're Your Enterprise...

Designed for Quality, Function, and Beauty

pictured: Modulux Premium

A

 In Stock for Quick Delivery

 Precision Manufactured by
Award Winning Craftsmen
("Cool Stuff")

 "White Glove" Delivery Available

 Turnkey System Integration

 Known for Quality and Service
since 1984



aptX'Broadband
;;;;, Audio Technology

Audio lines
Ordering 15kHz loops from the

telephone company used to be
standard operating procedure
for STL purposes (and remote
broadcasts of course). The results

were hard to predict ahead of time:

it depended very much upon the
quality of the telco techs you just
happened to get to align the

system from end to end. If you
ordered a stereo pair, you were
really willing to test the limits of your

own patience.
Here in New York City, our local

phone company (Verizon) still offers
15kHz loops but fortunately for us,

the modern version. These circuits
are built around the Pulsecom PCAU.

Pulsecom PCAU

Shhh....

F*1

Meet The Ultra Quiet

The PCAU card looks very much like the old Tellabs
4008 cards, and it accepts analog in, and puts ana-
log out on the far end. That's pretty much where the
resemblance ends though. The reality is that tne PCAU
is an A/D converter and communicates with the far
end via a digital path through the phone company. By
making use of Apt -x coding, the bandwidth require-
ment is lowered (making telco happy). According to
Pulsecom, the units automatically align themselves with
one another, for flat frequency response and zero loss
on the far end. Two units can be made into a stereo
pair by means of a short interconnect cable on both
the near and far ends.

Pulsecom also makes the HD PCAU, which is suitable
for HD Radio purposes. This card has 20kHz of audio
bandwidth (once again relying upon Apt -x coding); ac-
cepts analog or AES; has provision to accept the sample
rate reference clock; and finally, it has built in provisioning
to transport PAD and SIS data to the far end as well.

Moving on to Ti
The explosion in data requirements for both the cellular

telephone system and other types of wireless data have
caused local phone companies to greatly expand their

CUT IHROUGHTHESimi
OF OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY AND F
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If Space Is Truly The Final Frontier,
We're Your Enterprise...

Designed for Quality, Function, and Beauty

pictured: Modulux Premium

 In Stock for Quick Delivery

 Precision Manufactured by
Award Winning Craftsmen
("Cool Stuff")

 "While Glove" Delivery Available

 Turnkey System Integration

 Known for Quality and Service
since 1984

GRAHA1V1STUDIOS
Broadcast Furniture...System Integration...Automation

wwv, graham -studios. -rpm roll Free 866.481.6696



Digital
wireline
STLs

Audio lines
Ordering 15kHz loops from the

telephone company used to be
standard operating procedure
for STL purposes (and remote
broadcasts of course). The results

were hard to predict ahead of time:

it depended very much upon the
quality of the telco techs you just
happened to get to align the

system from end to end. If you
ordered a stereo pair, you were
really willing to test the limits of your

own patience.
Here in New York City, our local

phone company (Verizon) still offers
15kHz loops but fortunately for us,

the modern version. These circuits
are built around the Pulsecom PCAU.

Pulsecom PCAU

Shhh....
smaillsorl

Meet The Ultra Quiet
SPC-2000 Computer

esigned By Broadcasters For Broadcasters

-Ultra Quiet Ball Bearing Fan
-Monitor/Keyboard/Mouse Ports
-Serial/USB Ports
-Optional Sound Caid - I/O's
-DVD/CD/Flash Drives
-Up To 4 Terabyte Hard Drive
-Up To 4 Gigabyte RAM

00.779.7575 www.ramsyscom.com

The PCAU card looks very much like the old Tellabs
4008 cards, and it accepts analog in, and puts ana-
log out on the far end. That's pretty much where the
resemblance ends though. The reality is that the PCAU
is an A/D converter and communicates with the far
end via a digital path through the phone company. By
making use of Apt -x coding, the bandwidth require-
ment is lowered (making telco happy). According to
Pulsecom, the units automatically align themselves with
one another, for flat frequency response and zero loss
on the far end. Two units can be made into a stereo
pair by means of a short interconnect cable on both
the near and far ends.

Pulsecom also makes the HD PCAU, which is suitable
for HD Radio purposes. This card has 20kHz of audio
bandwidth (once again relying upon Apt -x coding); ac-
cepts analog or AES; has provision to accept the sample
rate reference clock; and finally, it has built in provisioning
to transport PAD and SIS data to the far end as well.

Moving on to Ti
The explosion in data requirements for both the cellular

telephone system and other types of wireless data have
caused local phone companies to greatly expand their

CUTTHROUGHTHESTATIC
OF OUTDATED TECHNOLOGY AND EXPENSIVE

fItOliGHT ON BY 1NPREDIC tidn1 I OWNS NT AND f ledIteJ if

-- the

industry, backed by unparalleled customer service. Our customers enjoy reduced

downtime and lower maintenance costs thanks to PTEKS superior PerlOrmanCe

and reliabildy. Our products employ the latest technologies and are built in the

USA at our facility In Silicon Valley.

Serving the Broadcast World
Superior performance end reliability Mode in the LiSer Unpallliefed Custom, remits
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Moseley Starlink SL9003T1

infrastructure into remote mountain tops and other tower
sites in order to accommodate these customers. Fortunately
broadcasters have been able to take advantage of this.
Several manufacturers offer equipment designed to use
the now -ubiquitous Ti for transport.

There are several compelling reasons to use T1 for
transport of an STL system:

 Buying in quantity reduces the unit price. Obvi-
ously I don't know every tariff in every state, but my
experience in California, Washington and New York
is that the cost of a stereo pair is usually at least as
much if not more than an entire Ti .

 Not only do you buy the A to Z direction with
a T1 , but you get the Z to A direction as well. This
makes it easy to configure a TSL system should
you need it

 The TDM nature of Ti makes it
easy to combine multiple types of
service in to one link: audio, tele-
phone, serial data, and ethernet can
be combired into one system.

Let's take a look at some of the
equipment out there.

Moseley offers the Starlink
SL9003T1 . The heart of this system
is the 3RU intelligent multiplexer into
which daughter cards of various func-
tions are installed. (An entire system

is made up of two of these frames, of course, with sets of
cards.) The cards for audio transport will accept analog
input (+1 8dBu limit of headroom) or AES (or S/PDIF) via

Harris/Intraplex STL Plus

STEREO HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

0

Shown in AFM-DC1N tabletOD chassis

THE ALL NEW AF-SH1 FEATURES:
 Integral Long -Life VCA Stereo Level Control

 Balanced or Unbalanced Inputs

 Switch -Selectable Input Seisitivity

 Switch -Selectable Mono (Left) or Stereo Operation

 Amplifier To Drive High or Low Impedance Headsets

 Convenience Df APPFLEXT" Mounting Possibilities

The AF-SH1 is part of the group of versatile APPFLEX products from Radio Design Labs. These modules
combine advanced circuitry, durable all -metal construction, attractive RDL ULTRASTYLE TM colors and
versatile mounting possibilities. APPFLEX modules are ready to drop in a cabi-iet, chassis or panel cutout.
Numerous ULTRASTYLE wall mounting accessories and tabletop chassis are optionally available to
facilitate system design.
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1 10 -ohm balanced XLR; sample rate 32, 44.1 or 48kHz
with built-in SRC; and an auxiliary port for RS -232 that
will run up to 9600 baud. If you want to accommodate
HD Radio with multicast (or any of the other reasons to
have a LAN extension at the transmitter) you would add
the card that functions as an 802.3 Ethernet bridge;
and you could build an off -premise telephone extension
by adding the voice module data cards. The multiplexer
frame can accommodate up to two Ti interfaces (one for
redundancy), each of which has a built-in CSU. Manage-
ment of the system is by a
windows -based GUI that
goes on a client computer;
remote management is
done via a built-in com-
munications channel that
operates over the link.

Probably the most well-
known manufacturer of
T-1 based equipment is

Harris/Intraplex. The STL Worldnet Oslo

Old EAS * New EAS/CAP
One Platform

DASDEC
EAS/CAP > Going Forward

NAB 2009 - Booth N2135
DigitarA fen Systems

Building a better EAS CAP Endec

www.digitalalertsyste
Sales: 801-568-0915 Support: 86

520-896-0303

Musicam Team

[PCI) EXPRESS
YOURSELF.

PCI
EXPRESS'

Now, and in the future. Our speedy AS15644 linear PCI Express

sound card gives you 4 stereo analog and 4 AES/EBU inputs and out-
puts so you'll never be at a loss for words (or music). Great features,
too, like +24dBu analog levels, SoundGuard surge protection and SSX
surround sound. And the PCI Express connector guarantees your card
will work with today's computers, and tomorrow's. Analog -only
(ASI564o) and AES/EBU-only (AS15641) cards also available. To learn
more, call us at +1-302-324-5333 or go to www.audioscience.com.

(101/M9,9,90,4X10) www.authosoence.com
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The ENDECs are Coming... The ENDECs are coming...

Plus (previous page) is a system made up of
two frames into which daughter cards are
installed. For an HD Radio application, this
would consist of a PT353 (encoder card)

and PR353 (decoder card) and a pair
of DS64NC cards (making up the
LAN bridge). The audio cards accept
analog audio, or an AES data stream
(selectable sample rate, with built-in
SRC). Because the audio cards have
both AES and analog inputs and out-
puts, the end -user can select the type
of interface card that plugs in to the
rear apron of the frame; analog only,
digital only, or analog plus digital (XLR
connectors all the way) are available
as options. The plug-in interface card

(known by Harris as module adaptors) for the
DS64NC pair has an RJ-45 connector. Harris
makes other card sets for OPX, and for data -
reduced audio paths as well. Management
of the system is via a serial connection, and
remote management can be over the link using

one of the ds0 timeslots.
Musicam USA makes a frame -based system

as well, known as Team. The frame is 4RU
and can accommodate up to 14 encoder or
decoder modules in one frame. (Up to eight
frames con be integrated to make up one
system.) The frame can accept up to four Ti s
since each Ti interface card will connect up to
two separate T I s. The audio modules accom-
modate analog and AES (via XLR connectors
on the standard modules, or via D -connectors
on the slim modules). MPEG layers 2 and 3,
as well as Apt -X and Enhanced Apt -X are the
options available for audio transport.

The local or remote units can be managed
via Ethernet or RS -232, and have the ability
to dynamically change the number of timeslots
allocated for network communications on its
LAN bridge, as well as the configuration of
the audio cards (whether analog or AES is
picked, and the audio coder in use).

One of APT's products that uses Ti for

transport is the Worldnet Oslo. Like all the
others discussed so far, the Oslo is a system
made up of a mainframe, with plug-in modules
that accomplish various functions. The frame
can accommodate up to 12 audio channels
in either direction: Individual audio modules
come as two -channel duplex analog cards,
four -channel analog simplex cards (one input
and one complementary output card per
system of course) and two -channel duplex
cards with AES and analog inputs/outputs.
Audio can be sent as linear PCM, or via
compressed data codecs MPEG layer 2 or
via Apt -X or Enhanced Apt -X. System man-
agement is by an Ethernet connection and
a GUI called Worldnet NMS that lives on

he Digital ENDECS are Here!

Hundreds oft e next generation of the famous SAGE ENDEC have shipped to
broadcasters and public safety agencies across the country. As :EMA and the
FCC prepare for CAP co -npliance, broadca ;ters are already taking advantage
of the many new features and functions of the SAGE Digital ENDEC including:

,-
   

 AES/EBU dicital audio
 Network connectivity

B\ja......36°ettnihuor;.r;TI,IsNalt949k18°"...' ALERTING SYSTEMS

The new Digital ENDECs available
through these fine distrit utors:

 Harris Corporation
 Broadcast Supply Worldwide IBSW)
 Broadcasters Gene -al Store
 SCMS
 Giesler Broadcastir g Supply

 Enhanced logging
 More printing, monitoring,

End remote control options

SAGE Alerting Systems, Inc
800 Westchester Avenue
Suite 641 North
Rye Brook NY 10573

Phone 914 872 4069

Infoasagealertingsystems.com

www.sagealertingsystems.com

For Performance Spaces
or Production Places

Acoustics First'
Materials to Control Sound and Eliminate Noise

VIP

11011 111 
1,

1 I I I C" I 11 I(

From practice spaces to professional recording studios. we can help
you get the materials you need to fit your application and budget. Our
products include acoustical foams. fiberglass panels, diffusers, bass
and corner traps, vibration control. acoustical wall fabrics, ceiling tiles,
modular enclosures and various other acoustical materials.

Toll Free 1488-765-2900
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com
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The great thing about
T3s is the scalability;
just because you have
28 T l s doesn't mean
you have to turn
all of them on
right away.

Worried about
translator hijacking?

Keep cheap FM repeaters for
satellite radio and MP3 players
from overpowering your translator
source with inappropriate
content.

With an RD I 0 RBDS Receiver/Decoder at
each translator, you can automatically
mute the translator if your signal has
been hijacked or overcome through
atmospheric skip.

UMW

www.viaRadio.com

c>RADIO
321.242.0001

a client computer. I should note also that the mainframe
will hold a redundant power supply.

So to review quickly: Each of these systems is mainframe -

based, modular and configurable. Each system has 24
timeslots (24 ds0s) or a grand total of 1536kb/s of
payload capability.

Beyond T1
What do you do if a single T-1 isn't enough for you?
I wrote earlier that if you buy in quantity, you get a

better deal on a per -unit basis. Turns out here in NY that
the cost of five Tls is the same as an entire T3, which
is 28 Tls. Because we have five stations in New York
we went with T3 all the way.

Let's say though for the sake of argument that you
don't need 28 Tls, although you do need more than
one. What could you do in that case? Let's make up
an example and then look at one potential solution.
Say you have two stations on a mountain top, and
through budget analysis, you've determined you can
afford four Tls through your local telco. You want to
use linear PCM for your audio on both stations, and
you also want the most bandwidth for the transmitter
site LAN as you can get a hold of. Of course you don't

wo channel digital audio rec

Bluetooth I Ethernet / USB 2.0
file transmission
Full audio editing system
Internal flash & removable compact flash
Pre -record buffer

 "Hot Swap" card capable
Linear PT,M, MP2, MP3 recording

400.
44 es essue

 J \ 

See us at NABS 7\-
Booth #N2514

Sales: 800 813-1663
www.nagraaudio.com
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want the failure of any particular Ti to take either
station off the air; in fact, it would be really sweet if
you could stay on the air even if two of the Tls were
to fail - no matter which two.

For station A you purchase a frame -based Ti system.
In that frame, you configure two audio cards to use 18
timeslots. That becomes your primary STL for station A.
In the same frame, you configure a data -reduced audio
path that uses four timeslots. That becomes the backup
path for station B. For station B, you do the same thing
after buying a second frame -based system; 18 timeslots
as the main station B STL, and a data -reduced path of
four timeslots that is a backup for station A. Station A
uses T1-1, and station B uses T1-2.

For T1-3 and T1-4 you may need some help from your IT
people (unless that of course is you). For this example, you
could spec a set of routers that have multiple Ti interfaces.
One example of that is the Adtran 4305. With a router
such as this, you can literally bundle multiple Tls in to
one network link. The cool thing also is that the link will

Adtran 4305

continue to operate even if one of the Tls goes down.
Obviously the dcta throughput will be reduced.

The two bundled Tls make up your LAN extension now,
giving you a LAN bandwidth of 3072kb/s.

Taking this one step further, you could develop an audio
stream for stations A and B (though the data rate can't be
that high unless you want the streams to hog your network)
that go through the routers to reach the far -end site.

A system such as this can easily continue to operate
(albeit at reduced audio quality) through the failures of
two of the four normally connected Tls.

I wrote earlier about using a T3 data circuit for data
transport between the studio and the transmitter site
(assuming that makes financial sense for your station).
Again, let me point out that Adtran makes equipment for
just such purposes. The MX2800 (as the name implies)
takes 28 Tls and aggregates (or muxes) them together
to build up a T3 data stream, and provides the network
clock reference. The interface for botn send and receive
directions (since this is also a full -duplex link) are in the

www.veetrolix co-

Phone 308-324-6661 Fax: 308-324-495d

Operate any 3 -phase broadcast transmitter

from a 1 -phase utility supply with the

Phasemaster Rotary Phase Converter

The most reliable alternative to utility 3 -phase...
AND the least expensive!

 High efficiency output

 Maintenance free operation

 True 3 -phase, NOT open -delta

 Approved by all utilities

 Over 1000 TV and radio
stations rely on Phasemaster

NAB 2008 Booth# N7222

Turn any location into a 3-pl-ase site within hours!

Save thousands of dollars or utility line extensions

Recommended by leading traismitter manufacturers

-tOA Kay Industries
PlIASEM ASTER
Rotary P`lase Converters

General Offices
604 N. Hill St

South Bend. IN 46617

800-348-5257
574-289-5932 (fax)

Western Region
4127 Bay St. #6

Fremont. CA 94539

510-656-8766

510-657-7283 (fax)

The World Leaders in Single to Three -Phase Power Conversion

www.kayind.com info@kayind.com
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form of 75 -ohm BNCs. You'll hand off your T3 to
your local telco via these cables.

The great thing about T3 is the scalability; just

because you have 28 Tls to start doesn't mean you
have to turn all of them on right way. You can use
what you need at first, and turn more on as needed.
Remember, the cost is the same whether you use 5,
10 or 25 of the Tls. Using a router such as the one
I mentioned earlier allows you to bundle multiple Tls
together to form a high -bandwidth link.

If you were to build a high -bandwidth LAN exten-
sion to the transmitter site, another set of possibilities
comes in to being for your station's STL land TSL of
course) systems.

For example, the APT Oslo, mentioned earlier, can
also be built for IP transport by the addition of the dual IP

MUX card (the dual part referring to its separate Ethernet

ports, which can live on separate networks).
Harris/Intraplex offers the Net Express, which is

very similar to the system I wrote of earlier, but Ti
transport is replaced by IP transport.

Basics
When studying the specs of T1 equipment

you need to keep a couple of things in mind:
The various services will use up some

number of timeslots in the T1, each of which is
64kb/s. At minimum, any one service will use
one 64kb/s timeslot (or 'ds0') and at maximum,
24 timeslots.

The grand total of all timeslots used cannot
exceed 24 since that is the most data that can
be carried by a Ti.

For example, if you wanted to use 18
timeslots for your audio path, and six for the
Ethernet bridge, there would be nothing left
over for any other services. Six timeslots would
give your LAN extension a maximum bandwidth
of 256kb/s, which is rather slow considering
all that goes on at transmitter sites nowadays.
Read on in the main article to see how to get
around that problem.

Don't take a chance with your timing needs. Trust the name broadcasters
have counted on for precision master clocks and timing -related products
for over 35 years-ESE. Our products accurately synchronize broadcast
operations using a choice of GPS, WVVV, Modem, Crystal or line
frequency for affordable, reliable, perfect time.

Visit www.ese-web.com to witness world -class timing systems that are
designed for easy installation, set-up and operation.

142 Sierra Street

El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: (310) 322-2136
Fax: (310) 322-8127

www.ese-web.com
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Audio TX STL-IP

Another possibility for the transmission of audio over
a network such as this is the STL-IP from Audio TX. This
is a 1 RU box with analog or AES inputs and outputs,
wordclock in, and of course the network interface (RJ-45
100baseT). Sample rate up to 96kHz and word length
up to 24 bits; linear PCM, MC, layer 2, layer 3 and
0-722 are the most well-known of its available coding
schemes. Management is done via a Web browser or
a telnet session using command line.

Likewise, many of the codecs commonly used for re-
motes, such as Tieline, are capable of communicating via
an IP link and can be used to interface via a network.

And finally, you can take the approach thatyour transmitter
site isn't really far away after all, and that it's just another
node on your network. This would be your approach should

you chose to go with Axia and one of its AES nodes. This
device has eight AES inputs, and eight AES outs, and
makes use of an Ethernet network for transport of audio

from point A to point Z. (An entire full-bandwidth 100baseT
connection is required between the twc nodes.) If you have
that much bandwidth available to your transmitter site, this
is an approach you may want to consider. Alternatively, if
the site is in the general proximity of the studio, you may
want to consider a fiber optic run between the two points.
You could extend your network by adding two Ethernet
switches (one at point A and the other at point Z) that are
trunked via a fiber interface.

Wireline STLs have come a long way in the last 10 years
or so. As the proliferation of neworking has changed the
way radio stations are put together, so has it expanded the
possibilities for STL systems. I hope I've g ven you some ideas

about how powerru. I and useful the current technologies are,

along with some deas to consider in he future.

Irwin is transmission systems st,perviscr for Clear Channel
NYC and chief enaineer of WK71_1, New York. Contact him at
doug@dougirwin.nat.
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Automatically switches between two AES Digital Audio signals or a stereo analog signal.
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GBH -FM is one of the largest providers of programming for public
radio stations across the United States. This includes a global news

and public affairs show, The World, co -produced by WGBH Radio,
BBC and Public Radio International (broadcast nationally to more than

230 public stations), production of live performances, and programming
featuring classical, jazz and Celtic music.

In 2002, WGBH Television and Radio announced plans to move to a new location in
Boston's Brigh-on Landing that would feature new broadcast studios and a 200 -seat theater.
The new facil ty would also have a 40' -by -30' video mural featuring light -emitting diodes
that can be seen from the Massachusetts Turnpike.

WGBH's new Brighton complex is officially green, with LEED certification granted by the
U.S. Green Building Council's Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design program. The
green designation features construction from recycled steel, motion -sensitive office lighting,
UV -filtering glcss and motorized sunshades, water -conserving features, solar panels generat-
ing 100kW cf power, and a "green roof."

Making connections
WGBH-FM Jeneral Manager John Voci said "One of the design criteria was to increase

our visibility within the institution. We were kind of hidden away in the old facilities, and you
could have walked by us and not realized that a radio station was there. Today we have
two high -profile studios [Fraser Performance Recording Studio and The World news complex]
sitting on botf- ends of the new building. It is pretty hard to ignore us right now."

For the new studios, Janson Design Group created :loor-to-ceiling windows in The World
and Fraser stL.dio that look out on Boston streets. The glass windows weigh three tons and
have three layers of special glass. Voci said, 'It is kiid of nice to go from a subterranean
environment to where you have some visual connection with the outside world."

The new VVGBH radio facility is comprised of two on -air control rooms, four production
control rooms five studios, two digital mix rooms, a 34 -desk newsroom and a radio master
control room. A striking focal poirt of the new facility is the recording studio.

Fraser studio
The Fraser Performance Recording Studio is a 2,000 -square -foot, state-of-the-art recording

and live FM broadcast studio with a 28' acoustically isolated ceiling, 5.1 surround sound
control room, three isolation rooms and a green room.

The studio cpened in September 2007. Acoustical features include double -wall construc-
tion around fire studio on spring -isolated, floating concrete floors. RPG Quadratic Diffusors
are installed on the lower half of the walls, with 2" -thick, fabric -wrapped panels attached to
the upper -half of the studio walls. Ceiling panels are iR PG Skyline 3-D diffusors, and corner
bass traps are built in.

Left: Radio Control 2 is dedicated to music post production.
Below: The 2,000 square foot Fraser Performance Recording Studio
broadcasts live events.

Eco-friendly facility fulfills many needs for WGBH-FM
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The World newsroom holds 34 reporters and producers.

Some 150 live -to -air radio performances are produced
every year in the studio that showcases local, national
and international artists.

Voci said if the Fraser studio is the centerpiece of the
station, then Solid State Logic's (SSL) digital HD music

shhh....

P2)

Meet The Ultra Quiet
SPC-2000 Computer

Designed By Broadcasters For Broadcasters

-Ultra Quiet Ball Bearing Fan
-Monitor/Keyboard/Mouse Ports
-Serial/USB Ports
-Optional Sound Card - I/O's
-DVD/CD/Flash Drives
-Up To 4 Terabyte Hard Drive
-Up To 4 Gigabyte RAM

80n 779.7575 www.ramsyscom.com

production console is the heart of the Fraser studio, "Ev-
eryone loved our old SSL analog console. The new SSL
digital console simulates or duplicates all those traditional
analog controls and so much more."

The Fraser studio (Radio Control 1) is equipped with
the SSL C200 HD console. The C200 is SSL's 64 -chan-
nel, digital recording console, capable of mixing up to
128 sources. WGBH's C-200 is also equipped with a
Solid State Logic 48 -channel stage box. The stage box
allows producers to connect 48 microphones to the
C200 through a fiber optic link.

In addition, Radio Control 1 features a 48 -channel Stein-
berg Nuendo digital audio workstation, ATC mains, and
an Aviom Pro 16 -channel headphone mix/monitoring to
supplement a proprietary headphone/cue system and a TC
electronics System 6000 reverb and mastering system.

Chris Gefken of The Systems Group, project integrator,
said, "From a radio standpoint, there is nothing standard
about the Fraser studio. It's a classic film scoring sound
stage with an orchestra -sized live room. It's a large format
recording studio environment."

Radio Control 2 is used for music postproduction. It is built
around the Euphonics MC controller, a Steinberg Nuendo
digital audio workstation, and the TC electronics System
6000 reverb and mastering system. Both Radio Control 1
and 2 ore equipped for stereo and 5.1 surround sound.

According to Studio Designer Dennis Janson, "First and
foremost, the acoustic design of the studio and the ele-

0 New Model 81030
 LCD Display
- Quick Reading
- Accurate Reading

 100mW-10kW
-Standard Elements
-2 to 2300 MHz

 Watts or dBm
-Microcontroller

 Portable
-Rechargeable

Rugged
-No Moving Needle

 High Value
-Competitive Price

Coaxial
Dynamics

Tel: 440-243-1100 email: sales@coaxial.com
Fax: 440-243-1101 web: www.coaxial.com
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Partial
Equipment List
360 Systems Short Cut
ADC connectors
Audio Accessories patch bays
Belden wire and cable
Benchmark Media Systems System 1000,

headphone amps, microphone preamps
Broadcast Electronics Audio Vault
Broadcast Tools SS8.1ii, DAS8.4 Plus,

ACMS 8.2Plus, AVR8
Comrex DH -20, STAC12
Denon DN-C635 CDP
Dorrough 40A2, 280-D
Dynaudio Air 15
Genelec 8020, 8040
Harris Intraplex codecs
Henry Engineering Digimatch 2x6,

Matchbox HD, Henry Super relay
Lucid DA9624
Maranz PMD570
Middle Atlantic racks
Musicam CDQ Prima220
Neutrik connectors
OC White mic booms
OMT Technologies Imedialogger
Orban Otimod 8500
Quested VS2108
Raritan P2-UMT1664M- 64x16 KVM

router
Sadie PCM-4
Solid State Logic digital HD
Steinberg Nuendo
Tascam DV-RA100
Telex RTS Adam CS
Telos 1+1, Zephyr Xstream
Timebase Consoles custom millwork

design/installation
Wheatstone Bridge, D9, G4, G9
More online

The World control room broadcc sts news five days a week.

ments that you see on the walls and ceilings are all there for
very specific reasons - to provide a uniform sound decay
rate IRT60) in the room."

The World newsroom and
production facilities

The World covers 4,500 square feet of floor space in the
new facility, includirg: a news rcom that holds about 34
reporters and producers; a control room tnat broadcasts the
Monday -Friday news program; a studio for the program host,
a small production room built around a digital work station
featuring a Sadie DAW; and a small announce booth.

The critical phase in moving for The World was closing
-he show out on a Friday afternoon and making sure that
on Monday morning the production team could walk into
the new facility and start producing at 7:30 a.m. Voci said,
'Fortunately, Friday was a slow news day, and we were
able to wind up the show relatively early."

Facility flexibility
According to Voci the move was not oily an opportunity

-o make the conversion from analog to digital, but to fulfill
a wide range of needs for the station's programming.

Check Out Our Family Of onso es... 20 versions

=NM
MX8R List $5,200)

MX18E List S8,600 SAN DIES

DYNAMAX consoles have been
reliable product for small to medium

sized Radio Stations since 1991.
 6'1018 channel configurat ons
 24 o- 36 inch wide frames
 2" o- 3" wide module options
 4 Output Buss (two Stereo
and -wo Mono(

 Mitering for all 4 Outputs
 2 4K1 auxiliary inputs standard
 M c )reamp on first two channels

available!

MX8L List $5,200

215-547-2570 DYNAMAX
www.sandiesusa.com MX SERIES MX12L List $6,300_,
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Rivendell
RADIO AUTOMATION

Don't Sacrifice Performance to Meet Your Budget

Full Software Package and Hardware from $3,995 per studio
Includes Rivendell Software. Workstation with ASI card and I year of Technical Support
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Presenting the Armstrong Transmitter X -1000B
Bring major market sound to
your radio station with the dual,
hot-swappable 600 Watt RF modules
capable of 150% modulation in
Armstrong Transmitter's X -1000B,
(1KW HD & DRM ready AM transmitter).

Engineered with the latest technology
advances, X -1000B offers high
reliability and built-in redundancy.
Get ready to save money while
improving your sound and reliability.
Call us today!
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Tel 315-673-1269 A sales©armstrongtx.rom A www.armstrongtx.
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"We took a look at all of the of things that we do here. We're not just a
radio station that has broadcast and production facilities. We also do the
national news program, and we record live performances," Voci said.

Voci's goals for the station's new technology included reliability, us-
ability, flexibility and redundancy. Voci said, "We're doing six feeds

a day for The World and we need to make
sure that everything is there. We
to have flexibility built into the system so that
projects can be transferred anywhere."

Voci's team went with Broadcast Electronics'
Audio Vault AV2 playout and control systems
(upgrades) and a Wheatstone Router System
to address those needs. The Wheatstone
Bridge Router, along with their G3-9 series
and D9 model control surfaces, were chosen
to span the generational gap from old (ana-
log) to new (digital). The Wheatstone system
consists of 10 router frames, two redundant
routing hubs and control surfaces.

The five Audio Vault AV2 servers and worksta-

tions are responsible for the station's live audio
playback/recording and production (including
its Cape Cod and Martha's Vineyard affiliates,
WNAN-FM91.1, WCAI-FM90. 1 ), as well as

audio production and playout for The World.

Equipment accessibility
and usability

"Accessibility was a big part of their criteria,"
Gefken said. "Everyone has their own level of
technological comfort, and we had to tailor
things accordingly, from the on -air operators
to their advanced classical recordists."

Gefken also said that a considerable effort
went into the ergonomics and design of the
custom furniture (Time Base Consoles). "We
went through an extensive design phase with
the staff to give them such things as a table top
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Master Control provides
monitoring for various
network feeds and
automation systems.

console that lifts to expose a turntcble underneath or keyboard tray that
slips and trove s the underside of the counters as needed. The keyboards
can also slide up and down and left to right. It is pretty cool."

The reviews are in
According to Janson, the feedback on the Fraser Performance Recording

Studio has been terrific, "From a technical point, it is one cf the best studios in

New England. The room was origirally intended to be used only for music,
but with the ambiance, acoustics and overall feeling in he room, it is now
being used for fundraising events." (Note: The Fraser Studio is also wired for
high -definition elevision with feeds to the WGBH TV prcduction group.)

Voci agrees, "The real wow to our facility is the Fraser Performance Re-
cording Studio. It is a beautiful space. It allows us to do things that we that
could have only dreamt of in the past in terms of accommodating ensembles
of different sizes, bringing in audiences for live performances and being
able to do commercial work for recording (new revenue stream)."

In regard to the whole relocation process, Voci said, "We held meetings
with the engineering staff from the beginning. Everyone was invested in
the design, and that created a real sense of ownership."

The design team includes Dennis Corriea, Thomas Devl n, Jon Frank, Miles
Smith and John Voci from WGBH Radio; Chris Gefken and Scott Griffin
from The Systems Group; and Dennis Janson of _anson Design Group.

Broo is a freelance writer based in Cincinnati.

More photos online at www.RadioMagOnline.com

FACILITY FOCUS
The technology behind WGBH

Wheatstone Consoles and Router
The G-4 Radio

Broadcast Console
Control Surface (shown)
is one of a series of
seven surfaces for radio
on air and production,
with varying features
to meet the needs of facilities large and small. WGBH
chose the larger G-9 for its main network control rocm,
and the G-4 for the other on -air and production rooms.
All interface with the Wheatstone Bridge and WheatNet.

The Bridge system provides analog and digital
audio and logic I/O connectivity, and generates the
console mixes. Typically a Bridge frame or one of
its smaller siblings is installed in each control room/
studio suite for a completely self-contained system.
Each Bridge then connects to Wheatnet via one or
more CAT -5 cables.
WheatNet is the Wheatstone central core routing

system to make all systems sources and mixes
available anywhere throughout a facility.

www.wheatstone.corn
252-638-7000

-1111111111111r

Advertisement

Comrex STAC
The STAG Studio

Telephone Access
Center is a completely
integrated telephone
talk show system.
With unique
features such
as the integrated STAG IP Screening and Control
Software and Auto Attendant mode, STAG has
become increas ngly popular among broadcasters
looking for a simple-tc -use, easy -to -integrate phone
system to handle call -n talk shows, remote IFBs,
request and contest lines. Each STAG mainframe can
accommodate up to 12 phone lines and up to four
control surfaces. Up to 12 STAG Mainframes can
be interconnected for facility wide sharing of phone
lines. STAG is available as a six or 12 line system
and STAG 6 can be easily upgraded to a STAC12 in
the field. Each system comes with the dual digital
hybrid mainframe, a single control surface and the
integrated STAG IP for call screening and control.

www.comrex.corn
800-237-1776
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Tips, tricks, hints and more
Clean and neat wiring

weve all seen the extremes of wiring in a facility. Some are rat's nests,
and some are works of flowing art. Most are in between. But it's not

just the wire path that makes the job look good and work well. Attaching
connectors and placing wire ties are part of the plan, too. In the old days,
cable lacing was a major part of wiring installation. This mostly lost art looks
amazing when it's done right.

A few years ago while working on a studio installation project, one of the install-
ers - an ex -navy man - was telling me about some of the electronics training he

received and how he still applies the practices to his
studio installation work. This includes soldering skills,

applying heat shrink and cable preparation.
But not everyone has that training available.

What standards do you observe in your wiring?
I was referred to a source that addresses this topic
in great detail. It's from NASA, so you know it
has to pass some high standards since there aren't
many second chances in space.

Do you have a tech tip?
Send it to us at

radio@RadioMagOnline.com

With this ring...
The E -V RE -20 is a popular radio mic,

and many accessories are available
for it. One accessory is the Popless Voice
Screens VAC-RE20 pop filter. Robin Cross,

chief engineer at KCUR-FM, noticed the
arms that support the screens were droop-

ing over time. To cure this, he tried several

ideas. He finally settled on adding 0 -rings
around the arm that holds the filter. After

No more missed cues
The new generation of satellite receivers is
much more than a simple audio delivery

device. They now include store -and -forward ca-
pability, which moves the function of capturing the
feed to be played back later from the automation
system to the satellite receiver.

I had heard that some stations were having
difficulty with some delayed programs missing
closures at the end of the program. (They're not
really closures any more, they're cues, but we
still think of them as closures to trigger an event.)

The problem occurs at the end of the recorded
program when the automation system doesn not
receive the last closure. Usually, the closure is
sent slightly late. For example, if the program is
set to end at 58:50 but the finals closure is sent
at 58:52, the receiver does not capture that final
closure because it stopped recording at 58:50.

By Chriss Scherer, editor

The publication is titled Crimping, Interconnect-
ing Cables, Harnesses, and Wiring (NASA -STD
8739.4 with Change 4). It sets requirements for
interconnecting cable and harness assemblies that
connect electrical/electronic and electromechanical
components. It's posted at RadioMagOnline.com.

To say the document is
thorough is an understate-
ment. With diagrams
and descriptions that you
would expect from a tech-
nical agency, I would put
this publication as one
of the must -haves in a
technical library.

I guess these guys
really are a bunch of
rocket scientists.

trying a few sizes he settled on rings with a 0.5"
inside diameter. He also found that using a larger
outside diameter ring increases the clamping effect.
He ordered a bag of 75 rings from Grainger (part
#1CGZ2) for less than $10.

He says the best way to install the ring is to
remove the arm from the slot, put the 0 -ring
around it, then reinsert the arm and work the ring
into place. Placing the ring and then inserting the
arm is too difficult.

Kevin Trueblood, an engineer with Mid -West
Family Broadcasting in Madison, WI, suggested
a solution. He has considered adding a hard -
synced closure in the automation system to occur
at 58:53. If the XDS satellite receiver misses the
last scheduled closure at 58:50, the automation
system will see the hard -synced closure at 58:53
and begin the break at 58:53. Three seconds of
silence is better than minutes (or more).

If the 58:50 closure is recorded on the satellite
receiver, the automation system starts the break at
58:50 and ignores the hard sync because it's already
in the break. He warns that the automation system

must be configured to accept this series of events
without accepting the potential double closure.

This idea has not been tested yet, but he was
planning to implement it soon. Perhaps you have
another solution. If so, send it to us or post it at
forums. radiomagonline .com .
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Automation
Simple Powerful Redundant

Not since Axia audio-over-IP was introduced to the broadcast industry have we at
BGS been so excited! It is with great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you to take a look at
the new Op -X Radio Automation delivery system for any single or multi -station cluster.

Op -X works seamlessly with Axia lP-Audio networks or as a stand-alone system.

"The merging of traffic and music logs takes a mere :30
seconds, making it among the easiest I have ever
worked with. Once you get used to your adjustable
personal color scheme, everything is pretty easy to
follow. The best part about this system is the LACK of
"dead -air" or "hangups" during automation. PD's will
breathe a sigh of relief at this. Another thing that
stands out is the absolute ease with which you can build
your personal hot keys for each air talent. If you
organize your show properly ahead of time and know
where you are going, this system will make your show
much easier and let you concentrate on *sounding
good* on the air. "

- Jim Franklin. Program Director
WVBO, Appleton/Oshkosh - Wisconsin

"Finally, an automation system that keeps in mind that
not every jock is also a computer whiz. This system is
easy to operate from the word go
vet offers all the bells and whistles that help make
your station sound great. The clock builder option
makes interfacing with satellite shows very easy.
Plus, it has the best voice -tracking capabilities available."

- Matt Scurry, Operations Manager
WWFNIWHLZ. Florence - SC

"A fast paced station needs a system that can keep

up and is easy to use. Op -X gives us the tools we

need to deliver the sound Houstonians have come to
expect from KRBE."

- Leslie Whittle, Program Director
KRBE, Houston - TX

If you're looking for an audio delivery system -
you owe it to yourself to find out more about Op -X.

Give us a call or email info@bgs.cc!

Broadcasters General Store
BGSjiit 352-622-7700  www.bgs.cc
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FM Services
TLM- 1

By Lloyd Mintzmyer,
CPBE

It was inevitable, with he changes in technology over the past years,
that items started shifting to a microprocessor -based design. From studio
automation systems to remote control units and transmitters, those pesky,

rectangular ICs with all the leads cropped up everywhere. I could hardly believe
my eyes when I saw an ad for the FM Services TLM-1 , a microprocessor -
controlled tower light monitor. What really caught my attention was the claim
that multiple beacons and sidelights could be monitored by sensing one wire.
Over the years I have used other types that required each beacon level and
each sidelight level to be monitored by a separate wire going up the tower

to that level; a condition that didn't always exist
either by design or tower wiring changes over the
years. I have built several of my own basic design
tower light monitors using a toroid core to sense
the current and then rectify and smooth the flash
transitions for a remote control to sense. However,
the idea of being able to monitor the whole tower
with a single current sense was intriguing.

With the TIM -1, installation is very easy and
straightforward if your system uses single-phase power

and either 120V or 240V supply. With a 1 20V

feed system, the hot wire from the breaker panel is

Performance at a glance
Senses current on
power supply lines

Multiple alarm outputs

Opto-isolater alarm
and status outputs

Remote alarm reset

Single-phase
or three-phase

monitoring

fed through the current -sense transformer so the total

current - beacon and sidelights - is sampled by the
TIM -1. In the case of a 240V feed, where two hot
wires are used to feed the tower light system, both
are fed through the current sense transformer, but one

lead is inserted in a reverse direction so the currents,

which are 1 80 degrees out of phase, will be additive
through the current transformer. Sampling of a tower

light system fed by three-phase power will require three

of the TLM-1 units. Single-phase power was used in
both locations where this unit was tested.

Once the electrical feed to the tower light system
is fed through the current sense transformer, with
the lights all operational in a normal mode, the

unit is calibrated by pressing a button. This tells it
what normal current flow is for beacons, sidelights,
and even if you have a steady burning bulb in the
tower light circuit. This is a handy feature if you
leave a light on constantly for humidity control. It
is now ready to provide status alarms for changes
it senses as abnormal operation.

System status
The ILO -1's status outputs indicate problems:

 Photocell circuit failure. If the status of the lights
does not change in 20 hours, it is assumed there
may be a problem with the photocell circuit. Instances

where the tower lights are on 24 hours each day,
this function can be disabled by a dip switch.
 Flasher failure. If beacon current is constantly
on or off, or if the flash rate and duration are not
according to FAA specs, then this status will alarm.
Note: the beacon on vs. off time is monitored for
FAA soecifications.
 Beacon failure. Activated if a beacon bulb fails
or flasher is in constant off state.
 Marker failure. Activates with a failure of any
sidelight bulb.
 Summary Alarm. Any of the four above alarm
conditions causes a summary alarm. This alarm may
be reset locally or remotely and the unit is ready to
monitor for an additional lamp or condition to fail.

More indicators
The status outputs can be programmed to either

high level or low level on alarm. However, I noticed
that no alarm indication will be present if all power
is lost to the system, unless the unit is programmed
for alarm condition to be active high status output.
An example would be if the site was without primary
electrical power. Assuming the remote control system

was on a UPS and could alert the operator with a
status change to open for alarm when a power failure
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A feature I like about the TIM -1 is the ease in which

the unit can be reset for a change in the "normal"
status. For example, assume one of the beacon lights

has a failure of one bulb. This will trigger an alarm
so the remote operator knows an abnormal situation
exists. When a visual check confirms that all beacon
levels are still flashing, the unit may be reset and it
will be ready to alarm if an additional bulb, either
a beacon or sidelight, goes out. This allows time to
schedule a tower crew for relamping, but still be fully
compliant in monitoring for additional outages.

I first evaluated this unit at an FM tower running
analog and digital transmitters. The site had one
side light bulb outage and also one beacon bulb
outage, so it allowed me to evaluate each condition.
The unit found these discrepancies within seconds of
having calibrated for normal current operation. The
second evaluation site was a directional AAA, with
transmitter power of 10kW at 750kHz. I've previously
had sensor problems at this site with other brands of
sensors due to the high RF levels. The TLAA-1 operated

flawlessly at this site also, although the only simulation

I made this time was the loss of one sidelight. I'm sure

the loss of a single beacon lamp would have also
been detected. Initially, I was concerned since the
unit is shipped from the factory in a plastic housing,

but the circuit seems to be immune -o AM
'adiation, at least to the level present at
our 10kW transmitter site.

The status outputs and reset command
input are all fed through opto-isolators,
a good design feature. Personally, I

would install the un t with ferrite beads
on all wires connecting to the ur it, but

FM Services
P 336 667 7091

W www.towermonitor.com

E info©towermonitor.com

for this evaluation no RF suppression was

used, and the unit performed we I. The TIM -1 is

manufactured by FM Services in Wilkesboro, NC,
and questions about installation and operation
were readily answered by telephone. I would
recommend you consider this when the need for
a tower light monitor arises, especially if you have
a tower light circuit where a separate wire is not
available for each sidelight and beacon level. f

Mintzmyer is the president of The Prase Network, with
AM/FM stations in Nebraska, Kansas, Colcrado and
South Dakota.
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TimeLockT" Your FORadio Broadcast \
ForeVer...

Radio TimELock- FM 98.1 10-1
AUTO kIRT1 -F11

I kly'lequer,.) vie, iAMECOI

M4DDM DIVERSITY DELAY MONITOR
Automatically synchronizes your Analog and Radio HD -1 Broadcasts - No More Drifting!

Proprietary DDM algorithm measures analog - digital audio time delay and level

DSPrecisiorr DSP architecture delivers accuracy to one sample

Real-time correction messages via Ethernet to HD Radios Embedded Exporter

 Compatible with existing AM/FM installations running iBiquity MPS Framework 4.3

 Opto-isolated alarm outputs for loss of audio, TimeLock'," level match and OFDM sidebands

Full-time digital audio output

Perfect for your new H RRIS HDE200 RT 00 installation!

SHOWN7 B Visit us at booth N5129
DaySequerra

W W daysequerra com
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ATI DM500
By Doug Irwin,

CPBE AMD

It seems like I start off every article with "back in the old days..." and the reality
is that it makes sense when evaluating new equipment to put it in the proper
context. Back in the old days when the broadcast facility was completely

analog, you could get away with hanging a pair of headphones across a line
to hear what was going on. All you needed was a convenient cable that would
allow you to bridge on one end, and a way to plug in headphones on the other.
The only protocol you had to be concerned with was analog audio.

So once again, segue to the future - or now. Your facility could be nearly
completely digital, or at the very least, it has some digital sources and destina-

tions. Now we have at least two protocols to be
concerned with: analog audio and digital audio.
It'd be nice if you could just hang headphones
across the digital circuits, wouldn't it? Too bad it
doesn't work that way.

Fortunately for all of us, several manufacturers
make devices that will allow you to effectively
hang your headphones across that digital circuit.
It's just that you have to put their box between the
digital line and your headphones. One such box
is the ATI DM500 digital audio monitor.

Performance at a glance
Battery powered

and portable

AES3, AES3-ID and
S/PDIF inputs with

loop through

D/A converter with
line level balanced out

Variable gain
headphone output

Multiple error
indicators

LED level indicators

One interesting spec is the unit's ability to output a
full +24dBm from its balanced analog output. This
was something I was anxious to prove.

The first thing I did with this unit was to com-
pare its level readings with a more expensive,
laboratory -grade AES test set (the Audio Precision
dual -domain). Each channel has a bar graph on
the front of the unit made up of six LEDs. That
doesn't provide a lot of resolution, of course,
but it gives you an idea of where the level is - it
isn't for measurement purposes anyway. Mainly
you want to know if you have audio, and that
you aren't too close to OdBFS. I found that the

level indications of these LEDs agreed with our
other instrument.

I also decided to calibrate the analog outputs for
a specific relationship to the peak of headroom for
the digital signal; it makes sense that the line level
outputs correspond to the audio level encoded in
the AES data stream after all. I set the analog output
level to be +23dBm when the encoded audio level
was set for -1dBFS. Increasing the encoded audio
level to near OdBFS obviously also increases the
line -level out; I noted no clipping in the analog
outputs. This is impressive for a portable, battery -
operated piece of equipment.

After testing the unit on the bench it was imperative
to put it to use. It comes with a shoulder strap so
you're not forced to set it in a rack somewhere while
using it. I slung the unit over my shoulder and headed

into the Clear Channel master control (MCR) here
in New York to see what I could learn with it.

The easiest source to connect to was the AES output

from a Belar FMSA-1. The DM500 indicated this
output nas a sample rote of 48kHz and had nodigital
errors; -nyears told me this audio was still emphasized.

The DM500 has a headphone output that can get
very loud - in fact the user manual cautions against
keeping the volume up too high for too long. I found

that I generally had the gain control throttled down
to about 9:00, and that was plenty of level with a
pair of Sony MDR7506 headphones.

Whie the unit was in my possession for this
evaluation a particular situation came up in our
MCR and the DM500 proved its worth. We were
in the process of evaluating an issue with our
router affecting the audio transmitted over one of
our HD Radio signals.

We wanted to decode the audio and study
phase relationships between the channels, but at
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digital patch bay; we then took the looped output
and sent that back to the same patchbay, which
inserted the DM500 into the air chain.

The decoded analog outputs were routed over to a
scope so we could evaluate the Lissajous pattern.

The loop through capability of the DM500 is
especially useful, and it works with the balanced
input/output, the BNC input/output, as well as the
S/PDIF input/output.

The battery life of the unit seems quite good -
the battery pack is made up of four 9V batteries.
There is a short cable that runs from the battery
pack - which slides on to the bottom of the unit
- and plugs in to the DM500. It probably would
be a good idea to yank the cable out when you
set the unit on the shelf to maximize the battery
life (in case you forget to turn the DM500 off
when you are done using it). Alternatively you
could use a 24Vdc power lump. I noted that
the analog outputs, while clean sounding, had
a little bit of noise in them. Nothing to be too
concerned about, but it did show up in the Lis-
sajous pattern mentioned above, and it's audible
in the headphone out.

Overall I would rate the DM500 as very useful
around the radio station facility. It seemed obvious

to me it was designed by someone
who knew what the end users
were looking for and expected.
It appears to be made very well,
and I would expect that it could be
inserted and left in an air chain with
very little to worry cbout (except
keeping it powered;. The input/

ATI
P 856-6263480

W www.atiaudio.com

E sales@atiaudio.com

output connectors are the gold -flash type.
When looking at test equipment for use in and

around the radio station facility I think it would be
very worth your time to look at the ATI DM500. 1

itwin is transmission systems
supervisor for Clear Channel
NYC and chief engineer of
WKTU, New York. Email:
dougadougirwin. net.
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USB Audio remla c e

Now with everything on board: I lcredible audio perfomance.
PC and MAC support. AES3 and balanced analog.
Fully USB powered. Precision aluminum body. Broadcast ready.
Just PUC'n'PLAY. German engineering made affordable.
Check today!

Heinrich-Hertz-Str. 1-3, D-40789 Monheim, Germany, Phone +49 2173 96730 www.yellowtec.com YELLOWTEC
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Thermo Bond
Buildings By Charles Dozier

Last year I found myself in need of a new transmitter building. As most
projects go, I was already behind schedule because of some siting
issues. To make matters worse, this was a new and undeveloped site

located roughly 30 driving miles outside the city of Gillette, WY, which was at
the time going through a bit of a boom. Of the half dozen contractors I originally
called, only two even bothered to return my calls and once they heard details
they also turned down the job. I was in a bad situation. I had never really given
serious consideration to a pre-fab building. All those I had seen before had been
relatively small structures, and they all seemed pretty similar, like they were all made

from the same cookie -cutter design. I needed a big,
complicated building, one capable of holding iwo
Harris HT -30s, a combiner and all the associated
equipment. Definitely a unique structure.

But quoting a Charlie Daniels song, "I was in a
bind, I was way behind and I was willin' to make
a deal." So I called Chuck McKeever at Thermo
Bond. I had run into him the year before at the NAB

Performance at a glance
Single and multiple

room shelters

Wired to
custom needs

Insulated steel doors

Aggregate
exterior finish

Water and air tight

Bullet resistance
options available

Show and I figured the least I could do is see wha
he could provide, when he could get it, and wha
it would cost. After o few minutes on the phone
and a couple of exchanged emails, I faxed him a
very crude drawing of the building I had in mind.
This drawing was just one step over something you
might pencil out on a bar napkin, but it did include
placement of the two transmitters and the combiner.
Beyond that it was a pretty blank slate.

A week later I had a rough set of blue prints,
a very reasonable price and a delivery date. As
the project moved forward, we made some minor
tweaks, but Thermo Bond basically worked from
the original drawing and the pre -installation instruc-

tions provided by Harris. Thermo Bond took care of
designing, sizing and locating all of the electrical
drops. It placed AC units and HVAC venting and
fans. Over the course of a few weeks my cruddy
little drawing had become a stamped set of blue
prints for the local planning, building and zoning
committee, which was another huge time saver. The
only time I had to have an inspector on site was to
verify that the pad was constructed per the drawing
and once more for the final electrical service con-
nection. The building and all of its contents came
pre -inspected by Wyoming licensed inspectors.

Up until now, I still hadn't seen the building, so I
was pretty excited when the truck driver called. The
next morning I met him as he exited the interstate
and I guided him to the site where we already
had a crane standing by.

An hour and a half later the building was on
the pad and I got my first look inside. I was im-
pressed. Not only was everything exactly as we
had planned, but the building was bright, well -lit
and even included a few extras, like hi/lo temp,
loss of power, fire, smoke and intrusion alarms.
It was pretty obvious that Thermo Bond didn't cut
any corners. All materials were high quality and
workmanship was unsurpassed. A week later we
slid the two new transmitters onto the floor, under
the pre -installed power drops. Everything was
exactly where it was supposed to be.

Electrical distribution panels were neatly laid out,
well marked and for once I didn't have to explain
to an electrician why I wanted separate fused
disconnects instead of breakers. Every breaker
in the panel was marked, as were all switches,
outlets and service connections.
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Thermo Bond even handled strange requests.

Here in Wyoming we really only need air condi-
tioning a few months out of the year. The rest of the
year cooling needs can be met with air circulation.
Thermo Bond installed exhaust fans, one for each
transmitter, but I had a special request for intakes.
In order to keep the building positively pressured,
just installing a set of intake louvers doesn't cut it.
Instead we've been installing large swamp cool-
ers on thermostats. They're a very efficient way to
move large volumes of air at low pressure and the
mats provide some decent filtering. We don't even
bother installing the pumps. When I explained this
to the folks at Thermo Bond, they scratched their
heads and said, "Just tell us where to leave the
holes and how big you want them".

It turned out perfect. Everything is redundant. Each
side of the building has an exhaust fan, a swamp
cooler and three tons of supplemental airconditioning

Failure of any one device is hardly noticeable.
Because this building sits under a 1,150'

tower, falling ice was a huge concern. So during
the design process we discussed various ways
to handle the problem with Thermo Bond and
eventually settled on having a /4" steel plate
installed under the neoprene roofing material. It

was a relatively inexpensive fix to a problem that
has plagued us at other sites.

Thermo Bond designed and built a
beautiful building, both aesthetically and
functionally. It was on -time, on -budget
and hassle -free. So the next time you
need a transmitter building, don't let
the GM's brother-in-law slap something
together for you. Call Thermo Bond. I'll
never have another building bu It on
site for me after seeing this one. And
remember it's you that will have to deal with
problems later on, years after the GM and
brother-in-law have moved on.

Thermobond
P 800-356-2686

W www.thermobond.com

E info@thermobond.com
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Doziens director of engneenng forLegend Communic;a -
Pons of Wyoming, Cody, VV
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DON'T HAVE A BIG ENGINEERING ,STAFF
WELL, YOU'VE GOT /E/1/5"LIL77/77E11/z7, ME

Or if you use a contract engineer, you need Sierra Multimedia
to help with everything your engineer doesn'-: have time to do.

Services we offer...  We build Studios- New, Upgrades or Moves
 We build Transmitter sites- AM, FM or HD
 We are HD Radio Specialists
 We do Measurements: NRSC Frequency, HD Proofs
 We are here to help!

77/77A7M7 i!rr' (479) 876-7950  www.sierramultimedia.com
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11
THE S Li

HAWK
EAS Received:211912009 7:26:12 AM
(Studio Hawkjpublic@TheStudioHawk.com

my_address@mystahon corn

A Broadcast station or cable system has issued a

stud. I law% by InlrinsIcNel Trend Chart

The Studio Hawk

St. Tar

Your Low Cost Solution
for Monitoring Audio

and LAS Receivers

FREE demo at

www.TheStudioHawk.com

$499
+ Monitors 8 status channels, 8 analog channels

and 8 relays

+ Expandable to 24 channels

+ Emails or text messages of alarms

+ Multiple contacts for each alarm with
c elays between text messages

+ Receive a daily dead air report pdf by email

+ Receive a Monday morning EAS verification
report.

+ T-igger audible alarms via signaling devices

+ Records EAS data (transmitted and received)

+ Filters EAS alerts that can be emailed or sent via
text message

7,
by intrinsicNet

Remote Control PowEr!

. ilL1 1--
G2

5fron-P
The Sicon-8 lets you control your site via Internet with its internal Web
sarver, via telephone. auto -answering cell phone or our free software.
Sett.p is a breeze using the Sicontroller software that also includes
s:ripting, e-mail alerts. multi -site management, virtual metering & more'

111.11 Includes
Action

a Sequences!

- Multi rposc .
An inexpensive dial -up remote control with amazing capabilities! Gives
you DTMF access to 4, programmable relays that respond to any DTMF
tone or sequence. Serial data outputs in your. user -defined. format for
interfacing to virtually any piece of hardware. Accepts ASCII input from

its serial port to generate tones. Includes free setup & control software.

rs P-%

Silence Sentinal ushers in a new era of analog audio monitoring. Monitor
your audio from any Web browser. When silence is detected it can
perform user -programmed, automated. sequences of actions & can also
respond to user control via the network or via external status inputs.

Get info on these & other great remote
control products at www.circuihmErkEs.com

The Ultimate IBOC Receiver/Translator
Designed to accommodate "full envelope" baseband signals
(IBOC and analog), Fanfare's new age receiver/translator, the
TRO-1, is fully self-contained and does not require an IBOC
exciter. In fact, it arrives ready for full deployment under all
existing FM moculation forms. The TRO-1 offers considerable
versatility requiring only connection to the receiving antenna
and a linearized PA.

At the heart of the TRO design is patented NTP-based
technology, which enables the TRO to establish a noise floor
that is often below normal measure. Such significant noise
reduction manifests itself in significantly increased sensitivity
and adjacent noise rejection.

jfalifctlAe fm 1-800-268-8637
FAX - 866-79f-7443

PO Box 386 Lancaster 11Y 14086
Website "www.&n&retin.corn" Email jorminf,P&m5refincom"
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MOORETRONIX
ERDAL/CAST A INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

Our 5th Year
Our client list continues to grow. Thank you

for your confidence and equipment purchases.

We Re -Condition
Pacifi Recorders BMX AMX, ABX and
RMX, Stereo -Mixer and Mixer News -Mixer

products.

Now available. the MOORETRONIX GPI interface.

This is a direct replacement for the PR&E CI -2 interface.

Use where OPTO ISOLATION is needed between your device

and console logic. Each module comes with connectors, pins and

instructions. Optional mounting panel for 8 modules and

2 Warning Light relays.

Tel: 800-300-0733 Fax: 231-924-7812
WWW.MOORETRONIX.COM

BluePack
JK Audio

See the rest
of the story at

www.jkaudio.com

See us at
NAB Booth N2125

JK Audio

Top Newsrooms Have It.
Yours can too!

The NM -250 MKII with optional USB interface is
quickly becoming an industry f.tandard. Add our RM-35 Rack

Monitor aol AS -428 Scanning / Dual mode Audio Switcher and
you'll have the TOP Newsroom workstation solution at a price

your GM will love.

Contact your dealer ho see how affordable
the TOP s9lution is!   

.0 4), c c, c c_ c. ip!
NM -250 MKII

RM-35
Stereo Rack Monitor

111111111111111111111

111111111111111111111
.

AS -421401111::11111:::IroSwitchor

www.dixonsystems.com

Systems

PHASETEK, INC.

PHASETEK'S manufacturing facility and
components expertise are available to de-

sign and fabricate any type of inductor or
special R.F. component.

Our experienced staff of engineers and
production personnel are dedicated to

provide the b-oadcast industry the highest

quality custom designed phasing equip-
ment.

CUSTOM PHASOR INSTALLATION

RADIO STATION WXYT, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
9 TOWER, SO KW DA -2 PHASOR SYSTEM

PHASETEK, INC.
550 CALIFORNIA RD, UNIT 11

QUAKERTOWN PA 18951
PHONE: 215-536-6648 FAX: 215-536-7180

TOLL -FREE: 800-742-7383

Crescend

Engineered
to Perform...
Built to Last.

Crescend Technologies is the
largest, independent manufacturer

of high power, RF amplifiers for
the Broadcast Industry.

LPA900-10-1ROR, 940-960 MHz,
1W I/P, 10W 0/P. 28 VDC for rated

cperation +/- 1VDC (Built in
Internal Power Supply 110 VAC)

Cresce d
TECHNOLOGIES
iSO 9001 14,01999red i109

800 -USA -MADE
wvvw.crescendtech.com
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StrEamCubE -
AUDIO IP ENCODER-

DECODER

The revolutionary solutio
audio broadcasts of all kl

Small - reliable - cost effectiv
perfect audio quality!

ncf n

StrEamCubE of mEdiatron

0
StrewnCubs!

No.
yor

.. sow.. ar

41b5mmanCuba

90.

www streamcube.radiocubE com

Bay Country
:BROADCAST EQUIP NIL \ I

Your #1 Source
For Quality

Used Radio Broadcast
Equipment

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
www.baycountry.com

or call and we'll fax it to you.
All equipment sold with a 15 day return gurantee.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Ph: 877-722-1031  Fax: 443-596-0212
www baycountry com  email: sales@baycountry.com

REALLY
2111111A
POI NT -TO -PO I NT

IMMT9c74.49LTYPFte
THAT ROCKS.

BRIO Larat
 Works on T1, WAN. LAN. ISM band IP radios and

satellite data links
 MC and FE -MC, FLAC lossless compression
 Multistream capability! Send one-way, high quality

audio to up to tour locations.

Put Comrex on the L
OAP\ 1111/p MY

www.comrex.com

nott ltd
3801 1.a Plata Iles
Farmington, NM 874111

Phone 505-327-5646
Fax 505-325-1142

Folded Unipole

Antennas

Detuning
Systems

4,1k44' Gilastat
.4P:t Lighnimg

Dissipation
Systems

Nello Towers

Radian/Rohn
Towers

www.nottltd.com
info@nottltd.com

Find the mic winner
January issue

Congratulations to
Mel Davis

of WDVE, Pittsburgh.
His name was drawn Horn the

correct entries for the December
issue. He won a Heil Sound PR -40

from Heil Sound.
The mic was on

the shackle of the

Nair
www.heilsound.com

No purchase necessary. For
complete rules, go to

Rod ioMaq0n ine. corn

The ARES-Mil
Hand-held audio recorder / player
with all functions and controls
at your fingertips.

 High quality solid-state
audio recorder

Internal non-
destructive
graphic audio editor

 Voice activated

357 Riverside Dr  Franklin TN 37064
Sales: 800 813-1663  www.nagraaudio.com
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restigator
Now included:

3 -second USGS Terrain
Block Level census data
The Antenna Structure Registry Database
One set of National Geographic TORO! Maps

Things are no longer locked together. With
multiple monitors, move the Job control, station
table, and other tool
boxes to one screen
then, expand the map
to full size on another.
The map is now a
resizable rectangle

tt is easier than ever
to keep your clients
informed or to create
your FCC engineering
exhibits. Just create the contours and show
the cities put some labels and arrows on to
identify everything, save map to clipboard,
and paste it into your word processing program.
You can also export the contours as KML files
to display on Google Earth

Our White/Gray tool is the latest development
in the program. We try to give our clients the
tools they need and have requested.

ri Softwa re, Inc.
nnortir nionring iooI

WVAV.rfsoftware.com

2 -3 6 7 -1 7 0 0

the

Audio -Pod

Finally, a Microphone ON -OFF controller with an

integrated stereo headphone amplifier featuring user

selectable phase reversal and lo -hi output impedance

selection. These units are great for remotes or talk

studio applications . Various options are available

such as a quality mic pre -amp with selectable

phantom power, and top or front mounted buttons.

The Audio -Pod System consists of from 1 to 4

Audio -Pod Modules and a Power Supply which can

power up to 4 Audio -Pod modules.

The Audio -Pod modules can be table top mounted

using the supplied rubber feet, Hook 8 Loop material.

or permanently mounted using the optional tilting

table top bracket or recessed into the work surface

using an optional flush mounting bezel. There are

too many features to mention in this small ad space.

so please visit us on the web for details and pricing

on the Audio -Pod System and many other innovative

products for the broadcaster.

www.dmengineering.com
2174 Chandler St.

Camarillo, CA 93010
; En interfn 805-987-7881 800-249-0487

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitters

MOM
GET ON -THE -MR, STAY ON-THE-RIR!

V 50W RF oLtput continuous duty!
V Auto protect, auto soft fail, auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters!
V Simple to nstall!

What's the bottom line? To stay on the air! The PX50
was designed with that in mind! Auto monitoring of all
parameters, with automatic power reduction and restore
on VSWR and temperature errors! No more down time
AND no more tops to the tower site! Plus the PXSO is
FCC Certified under parts 2, 73, 8 74 (PF3PX5O) and
Industry Canada approved (IC: 4318A-PX50) so you
never have to worry about non compliance! Make your
life easy with the P550 from Ramsey!

VITHE ORIGINAL...
'STATION -IM -0 -BOX"

ince the introduction of our
"Station -In -A -Box" hundreds have

been put in service worldwide!
From temporary locations, rapid deploy.

ment installations, to emergency broadcast facilities,
there is no quicker way to get on the air!

Custom designs include full audio production and con-
trol, record and playback of CD's, CD -R's, MP3's, MD's,
and cassettes. Quick deployment antennas with OAR
cable make installation a breeze. When you simply
have to get on tie air anywhere, rely on the proven and
original "Station -In -A -Box" from Ramsey!

ramsey
RAMSEY fleCtROsICs.

www.ramseybroadcast corn

Leading the
HD Radio

Revolution!

FM Antennas

Combiners
Filters

HD Radio

Shively Labs
www.shively.com

sales@shively.com
888-SHIVELY Fax (207)647-8273

Broadcast Engineering
Propagation Software

NAB Booth #LV1741
Professional software packages for FCC

applicatio -is and predicting coverage

Create stunning "real -world" coverage
maps and interference studies using
Longley-Rice, TIREM. ITU-R P 1546-1.
PTP, FCC and others with Probe 3""

wo Search FM channels under spacings and
contour protection using FMCommander''
Prepare AM skywave and groundwave
allocations studies and map FCC contour
coverage using AM -Pro 2

Plot STL paths and coverage over 3D
terrain with Terrain -3D"'

oft The leader In broadcast
engirweong consuthng

software

www. v -soft .com 800 743-3684

Transmitting & Audio Tubes
Semiconductors

Taylor
Eimac

Amperex
MA/Com

Immediate

Shipment

from Stock

 Se Habla Espanol

Motorola
Toshiba

Thompson
Mitsubishi

 We Export

760-744-0700  800-737-2787
Fax: 760-744-1943

www.rfparts.com
Email:

rfp@rfparts.com

RF

Rr
/96i
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1 KW

1 KW

1 KW

3 KW
3.5 KW
7+HD
14+5 KW
20 KW
20 KW
21.5 KW
27.5 KW
30 KW
30 KW
35 KW

5 KW
5 KW
5 KW
10 KW
10 KW
12 KW
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,Transcom
Lorporation

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters

Authorized Representatives for all major equipment manufacturers

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
2009 Crown FM1000A (new), solid state
2009 Crown FM1000E (demo), solid state
2009 Crown FM1000E (new), solid state
1996 Henry 3000D-95, single phase
1985 BE FM3.5A
2005 Harris Z16HDC IBOC, solid state
2005 BE Fmi1405 (180C) HD, solid state
2005 BE FM20S, solid state
1985 Harris FM2OK
1989 Continental 816R -2B
1984 Continental 816R -4B
1993 Harris HT30CD
1993 Harris HT30CD
1986 BE FM35A

USED AM TRANSMITTERS
1982 Harris MW5A
1987 Harris MW5B
1987 Harris SX5A
1985 Continental 316F
1985 Harris MW108
2000 Nautel XL12, solid state

EXCITERS NEW TV TRANSMITTERS
*New* 30 W synthesized exciters Visit our website for the latest sales
Used Harris 2nd Generation Special Discount Pricing On:

Digit Exciter VHF and UHF TV Antennas (10w to 10kW)
TV STL

Please visit our web site, www.fmamtv.com for current listings or
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave. Suite 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006
800-441-8454 215-938-7304 Fax: 215-938-7361

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR SALE

7. 888.765-2900
Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate NoiseTm
http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Acoustics First

thetwing to the reef
re to Remote the feel

Stackley Dreier, LLC
W19)647.9677

www.remote-outlet.com

HELP WANTED

RADIO PROFESSIONALS WAN.] VD TO
TEACH RADIO

$ to teach radio broadcasting AROUND YOUR
JOB. DE. Sportscasters. Program Directors, Talk
Show Hosts. Producers etc. Needed all over the USA
and Canada. GET PAID TO GIVE BACK YOUR
KNOWLEDGE AND LOVE OF RADIO. Send your
resume, cover letter. location and availability to:
brian@eccprograms.com
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SIGN OFF
by Erin Shipps, associate editor

That was then

www.RadioN/aOnline.com

Dave Land sent us this photo to use "if we were des-
perate." While we're not desperate, we do enjoy old
photos. The photo is circa 1966 while he was in higl
school in Fairfield, IL, working nights and weekends
at his dad's radio stations, WFIW-AM/FM. After
graduating high school in 1968, Dave attended
SIU-Carbondale, IL and graduated in 1972 with
a BS in Radio -TV. He went to work for WGOM in
Marion, IN, in June 1972 and then wos drafted
into the U.S. Army in Dec. He was still able to
work weekends at KCCO in Lawton, OK, during
his Army stint. He returned to Fairfield in January
1975 and has been there ever since. Dave is
now president and general manager of Wayne
County Broadcasting Company. His dad, Tom
Land turned 89 in January and still comes in to
the station every day.

Sample
and Hold

Broadband
Penetration

According to www.oecd.org,
the number of broadband
subscribers in the Organisation
for Economic Co -Operation
and Development reached
251 million by June 2008, an
increase of 14 percent from June 7
2007. This growth increased
broadband penetration rates 6

to 21.3 subscriptions per
100 inhabitants, up from 20
percent in December 2007.
The United States is the largest
broadband market in the OECD
with 75 million subscribers.
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U.S. broadband subscribers
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OECD Broadband subscribers per 100 inhab tants. by technology, June 2008
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NEW full featured, professional consoles at amazing prices from A AKIS

modular

3 buses

2 inputs per ch

supports 2 phones

PC interface module

control room Fr studio

II you think that you

can't afford a new console,

then you can think again

NEW

M.A.R.C-15
from $4.999

ARC -15

$3,495

ARC -10U

$1,599

The Arrakis 'Advanced Rain Console' series (A.R.C.) features analog

electrjnics. ultra -low profile tabletop design, all electronic switching

with LED lighted switches, a powerful telephone hybrid interface, a PC

sound card channel for digital playback and recording directly to a PC.

and RJ45 ID connectors (with cables) for fast installation.

www.arrakis-systems.com 978.461.0730



While the two usual suspects slugged it out in the loudness war,
we quietly developed the ultimate wea son for the REAL challenie:

WINNING Tht kATINGS WAR
Basic loudness is simply not the draw it was in the last century.
Today, with so many options for audio delivery, getting and
keeping listeners means you need to SOUND GREAT across
all media. That's why we developed VORSIS - to deliver clean
compelling audio that cuts through the muck without fatiguing
those all-important ears.

With Vorsis, we rethought the whole process - developing
new tools to let your station deliver the best possible sound to
each and every one of those 20th century radios, not to men-
tion the great new standard and hi-def radios being produced
in THIS century.

With Vorsis, you're never stuck with your processor's signature
sound. You have a full toolset to create your own magnificent
sonic signature - one your listeners can key into just by scan-
ning the dial. For the first time, you have the capabilities of
bringing true fidelity to FM, AM, and HD/DAB radio.

Intrigued? Call us or visit us on the web to learn more or set
up a demo. You'll be happy you did. Vorsis - more listeners
listening more.

W HE AT S T ONE Radio has evolved. Your sound should too.TM

phone 1.252.638-70001 www.vorsis.com 1 sales@wheatstone.com


